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Introduction 

Hello, or perhaps howdy! And welcome the 2017 Breeders’ Cup Compendium, a 

collection of information designed to fast track your awareness of the various facets 

required for a successful Breeders’ Cup wagering expedition. 

For the very first time, BC XXXIV (34) travels to Del Mar near San Diego, California. 

The track has a short run from the home turn to the finish – just a furlong and a half – so 

track position into and through the home turn will be crucial, especially on the inner turf 

oval. It is expected to ride similarly to Santa Anita, and is comprised of the same El 

Segundo sand as that track. 

This guide has various sections for each race, as follows: 

✓ Race trends 

✓ Trends grid showing how contenders match up 

✓ Pace analysis 

✓ Key Trials, including links to race videos 

✓ Form summary 

✓ Contenders, and Possibles 

✓ My pick 

 

It is, of course, up to you, the reader, how you use the info. Some will treat it as a starting 

point for their own study, others will see it as an end point and follow me in on various 

selections. 

However you decide to use this guide, please bet responsibly (duh!) and remember that 

a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, especially in pursuit of a late night weekend 

winner. ;-) 

All that said, I hope the information within these covers provides for profit as well as fun.  

Right, let’s get to it! 

 

Matt Bisogno  
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Notes 

Some shorthand has been used in the grids within this document, as follows: 

*= a Racing Post Rating, rather than a Beyer speed figure (US rating). The comparison, 

which is not exact, is that RPR is roughly 12-15 points higher than Beyer 

s= ran within four lengths of the leader  

t= turf run 

2 in ‘G1 winner? Column’ = 2nd in a Grade/Group 1 

‘Bullet’ workouts are the fastest timed workouts of the day at a specific track/distance  

Ran sharp = A Crushing The Cup reference to finishing 1st, 2nd or 3rd, or within 4 lengths 

of the winner 

Figs = figures, i.e. Beyer or RPR 

Lasix = a permissible drug in USA that helps prevent horses from bleeding, banned in 

UK 

LTO = Last Time Out 

Wire = a confirmed front runner 

Stalk = a prominent racer 

Rally = a closer, or late runner, normally held up in the early part of the race  

PACE: LR = Last Run, 2LR = 2nd Last Run, 3LR = 3rd Last Run, 4LR = 4th Last Run 

Scores: 4 – LED or less than ½ length from lead; 3 – ½ L to 1 ½ L; 2 – 1 ¾ L – 3 ¼ L; 1 – 3 

½ L+ 

Also Eligible: In preference order, only get a run if others in the main order do not.  

Horse Name2: The 2 after a horse’s name denotes second preference 
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FRIDAY 

9.25pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (9 renewals to date) 

✓ All 7 US winners ran in Miss Grillo or Natalma 

✓ US 7 Euro 2 (both Euro in the two non-Lasix years) 

✓ 8/9 finished top 3, or within 1.5L of the winner, last time out (exception ran in Miss 

Grillo) 

✓ 8/9 won at 1m+ (exception, Flotilla, 1.5L behind in Arc weekend G1) 

✓ All 9 finished top 3, or within 1.5L of the winner, in a Stakes race 

✓ Frontrunners 1, Prominent 5, Late runners 3 (SA: Prominent 3, Late Run 3) 

✓ Layoff: 3wks-1 / 4wks-2 / 5wks-4 / 7wks-2 (Euro 4-5wks) 

✓ Prior Runs: 2-4; 3-1; 4-2; 5-1; 6-1 

✓ Looking for an 80+ Beyer for 3+ previous runs, lower for 2 runs (more scope) 

✓ 2 Euro winners prepped in G1 races (1st, 1.5L 4th)  

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

It is the case with all the juvenile races that run styles may not yet be fully established. 

Caution is thus advised with what follows.  

Based on what we know, Dixie Moon and Juliet Capulet are the most likely to go 

forward. They’re drawn wide, a fact mitigated by the lack of early pace inside them (with 

the possible exception of Ultima D). 

Aidan O’Brien’s Happily should get a stalking trip from stall two but will need to avoid 

getting boxed in, a comment that also applies to Madeline in four. 

With a fairly even looking spread of pace, luck in running will likely be the key 

determinant in this race. 
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Key Trials: 

31 August 

2017 

P G Johnson 

Stakes 

Saratoga Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click Orbolution, Wild N Ready, Sassy 

Sienna 

10 

September 

2017 

Moyglare 

Stud Stakes 

Curragh 

Racecourse 

Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click Happily, Magical, September 

17 

September 

2017 

Natalma 

Stakes 

Woodbine Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click Capla Temptress, Dixie Moon,  

Wonder Gadot 

29 

September 

2017 

Shadwell 

Rockfel 

Newmarket Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click Juliet Capulet, Nyaleti, Gavota 

30 

September 

2017 

Cheveley 

Park Stakes 

Newmarket Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click Clemmie, Madeline, Now You're 

Talking 

01 

October 

2017 

Total Prix 

Marcel 

Boussac 

Chantilly Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click WIld Illusion, Magical 

01 

October 

2017 

Miss Grillo 

Stakes 

Belmont Park Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click Significant Form, Best 

Performance,  

Orbolution 

11 

October 

2017 

Jessamine 

Stakes 

Keeneland Juvenile 

Fillies 

Turf 

Click Rushing Fall, Miss Mo Mentum 

 

Summary: 

The opener is a real head scratcher of a race. On the face of it, the Euro fillies appear to 

have superior form. Against that, these young ladies have had to travel twelve hours and 

acclimate (as the locals say, I prefer acclimatize) to the local weather, course and track.  

That’s not just a chuckaway ‘level the playing field’ statement either. The JFT has been 

run nine times now, the score reading US 7 Europe 2. The two Euro winners were in the 

only two years when Lasix was not permitted. 

https://youtu.be/DgFnKSqYhRU
https://youtu.be/ivq0eHtOXcY?t=7s
https://youtu.be/3zmnhmr5-tE
https://youtu.be/mF6zApZI9Bk?t=18s
https://youtu.be/uu3rScaMwHE
https://youtu.be/Y1HZXDooQ6w?t=1m7s
https://youtu.be/RoACB6SISAk
https://youtu.be/WAB_y45Atyk
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Last year, both Roly Poly and Hydrangea – five G1 wins between them this season – could 

finish no better than 9th and 13th of 14. 

And yet. And yet… the Euros again look to be the class fillies in the race. We’ve seen this 

movie before and probably shouldn’t expect a different ending. But I’ll let you decide: 

here’s the case for the defence, starting with UK favourite, Happily. 

Happily has won her last two of six races, both in Group 1 company. She followed up 

victory in the Moyglare Stud Stakes with a comfortable win against the boys in the Jean-

Luc Lagardere. But both of those races were on soft turf and this will be rattling fast, much 

quicker than she’s previously encountered. 

The best of the home guard, according to the market at least, is Chad Brown’s Rushing 

Fall. A winner of both her starts, she was most recently seen when running away with the 

G3 Jessamine by more than three lengths. She came from far back there, a tactic which 

could be risky in this field, but she’s open to further improvement and has comfortable 

the best speed figures of the US team. Stall eleven is not ideal, however. 

Chad Brown has won three of the four Santa Anita Lasix renewals of this race (Europe 

won both years when the Lasix was banned), and he also runs Significant Form, who 

achieved just that when winning the G3 Miss Grillo. The Miss Grillo winner has gone on 

to Juvenile Fillies Turf glory on three occasions, and each time it was trained by Chad 

Brown. Brown has only had four previous Miss Grillo winners, the non-winner being 

Watsdachances. She finished second in the JFT! 

Bizarre then, on the face of it, that this filly is two-and-a-half times the price of Rushing 

Fall. Although slower on the Beyer scale than Rushing Fall, she stepped forward 

markedly from first to second run on those numbers, whereas the other filly stayed 

around the same mark. On the basis of the trainer’s record, she has to be of interest. Stall 

eight should be fine. 

Ignoring the non-Lasix years (2012/13), Europe has claimed just four of 21 place 

positions from 20 starters. That’s a stat which doesn’t bode well in spite of the strength 

and depth of the raiding party. Aidan O’Brien’s other entry, September, has been beaten 

in each of her last three starts, most recently when a fast-fading nose behind Laurens in 

the G1 Fillies’ Mile. That was on quick ground, but it was also down Newmarket’s 

interminable straight: that’s a very different configuration from Del Mar’s tight turning 

oval. She might just be outpaced. 

A trainer who knows how to win in Southern California – he started his training career 

there – is John Gosden. Gosden runs Juliet Capulet, a filly who has improved from race 

to race this term. Her RPR’s have gone from 87 to 99 to 110 in her last three starts, the 

most recent of which was awarded for victory in the Group 2 Rockfel Stakes.  

That’s close enough to Happily’s top of 112 and has perhaps the more scope to step 

forward again. Stall 13 will make things tougher, but Frankie Dettori is a master tactician 

and he may be able to follow Dixie Moon, on their immediate inside across towards the 

front of the field; certainly the last named is expected to make a dash for it as the gates 

open. 10/1 looks quite fair each way.  
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It’s then 20/1 bar those, a price which brings in the (apparently) lesser lights of the Euro 

party including Madeline and Now You’re Talking.   

The latter, trained by Joseph O’Brien, may be slightly over-priced. She’s got plenty of 

zip, as she showed when a good fourth in the G1 Middle Park last time. That was six 

furlongs and, while this is a mile, it’s a two turn mile so they won’t go hard all the way 

round. If the daughter of Zoffany can see out the trip, she may outrun her odds of 33/1. 

Realistically, though, she’s probably fairly priced. 

Best Performance was only a length behind Significant Form in the Miss Grillo, and she 

had a very wide trip around the home turn. That was only her second try on grass – fifth 

overall – and her first at beyond a mile, and she seems to have improved for both those 

‘career changes’. If she can get better luck in running from stall one – far from a ‘gimme’ 

for a late runner like her – she’s over-priced at 20/1. 

Trends Contenders:  

Significant Form, Rushing Fall 

Form Contenders:  

Happily, September, Juliet Capulet 

Juvenile Fillies’ Turf Selection: 

Happily has a very good chance to win this race. But the combination of much quicker 

ground, the terrible record of Euro fillies in the race, and her price is enough for me to 

look elsewhere. She’ll obviously not be a shock result, but nor is she any sort of value. 

It’s a really tricky race, with that historical hoodoo casting a long shadow over the merits 

achieved by a number of British and Irish fillies in the form book. If I was going to back 

one of ‘ours’, I think Juliet Capulet could be the one. She’s moving forwards nicely, and 

her trainer’s record at Breeders’ Cup is a respectable if unspectacular four from 32. 

But Chad Brown knows how to win this. His record is peerless, and he has two strong 

cards to play this time. Rushing Fall lucked out at the draw and is short enough, though 

drifting towards a backable price at 4/1 in a place. 5/1 and I’d be having at least a saver. 

Her stablemate, Significant Form, has taken the more established Brown route by 

winning the Miss Grillo last time out. Brown’s record with winners of that race in the JFT is 

1211, the last three of those coming in the past four years. 

In a race where I’ll not be getting heavily involved, I think she is the best value option, at 

10/1. That said, it wouldn’t be the biggest shock ever if the second horse there, Best 

Performance, improved past her on what will also be only her third turf start. 

Significant Form each way at 10/1 (Hills, betfair, PP) – advised 1st November 

Small saver on Best Performance each way at 20/1 (general) – advised 1st November  
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10.05pm GMT: Breeders Cup Dirt Mile (1m, Dirt) 

Key Trends (10 renewals to date) 

✓ All 10 ran in a Grade 1 or 2 last time out (only 2 won) 

✓ All 10 notched at least one 100+ Beyer in their last two races 

✓ 7/10 had 5+ runs in the year (not last 3 winners), 6/10 had 6+ runs in year (4 of the 

last 5 had 5 or less runs in year) 

✓ Seasonal run breakdown: 3-2/4-1/5-1/6-2/8-2/9-1/10-1 

✓ Layoff: 9/10 27-42 days  

✓ 6/10 'turned back' in distance (2/4 exceptions were Goldencents) 

✓ Top 3 favourites: Fav 2/10; 2f 2/10; 3f 1/10 [5/10 outside top 3 in betting] 

✓ Age 3-2/4-6/5-1/6-1 = 8/10 3 or 4yo (8/10 4yo+) 

✓ 9/10 had won a Graded Stakes 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

The pace angles could be any or all of Mor Spirit, Sharp Azteca and Gato Del Oro, each 

of which has been on or very close to the lead in their last quartet of starts. And, while 

Battle Of Midway has been ridden more conservatively the last twice, he’s got 

‘previous’ for trailblazing. 

With the likelihood that at least a couple will go fast early, this looks like being a true 

test. Accelerate, Cupid and Practical Joke are the best fancied of those who might 

benefit from any meltdown: the first pair stay well while the latter may have his stamina 

found out stretching out from seven furlongs. 
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Key Trials: 

7 May 2017 Steve Sexton 

Mile 

Lone Star 

Park 

Dirt 

Mile 

Click Mor Spirit, Iron Fist 

27 May 2017 Gold Cup at 

Santa Anita 

Santa Anita 

Park 

Dirt 

Mile 

Click Cupid, Midnight Storm 

10 June 2017 Metropolitan 

Handicap 

Belmont Park Dirt 

Mile 

Click Mor Spirit, Sharp Azteca 

8 July 2017 Cornhusker 

Handicap 

Prairie 

Meadows 

Dirt 

Mile 

Click Iron Fist 

22 July 2017 TVG San Diego 

Handicap 

Del Mar Dirt 

Mile 

Click Accelerate, Arrogate 

30 July 2017 Monmouth Cup 

Stakes 

Monmouth 

Park 

Dirt 

Mile 

Click Sharp Azteca 

26 August 

2017 

Priority One Jets 

Forego Stakes 

Saratoga Dirt 

Mile 

Click Drefong, Awesome Slew, 

Mind Your Biscuits 

26 August 

2017 

H. Allen Jerkens 

Stakes 

Saratoga Dirt 

Mile 

Click Practical Joke, Takaful 

26 August 

2017 

Pat O'Brien 

Stakes 

Del Mar Dirt 

Mile 

Click Giant Expectations 

23 September 

2017 

Kelso Handicap Belmont Park Dirt 

Mile 

Click Sharp Azteca 

24 September 

2017 

Oklahoma Derby Remington 

Park 

Dirt 

Mile 

Click Battle Of Midway, 

Colonelsdarktemper,  

Gato Del Oro 

 

https://youtu.be/q1TDHfgzEVY
https://youtu.be/H3RLsuVg29Q
https://youtu.be/ok8DwWnP2bU
https://youtu.be/UhfHIlnpfCw
https://youtu.be/RDakdphKZjg?t=49s
https://youtu.be/cj4_zkX9ndQ
https://youtu.be/GOKNCbuf3Yw
https://youtu.be/rC5NzeUtB0g
https://youtu.be/WcKKlZsf7-0
https://youtu.be/mG10Jcsb5E8
https://youtu.be/c5KIViUSd5s?t=5s
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Summary: 

This race revolves around Mor Spirit. Bob Baffert’s four-year-old must be the best 

ridgling in the history of the sport, but he hasn’t been seen since posting a huge speed 

figure while running away with the Grade 1 Met Mile. There he sat in a close second and 

pulled away in the straight, and a repeat would likely suffice. 

But Mor Spirit has not been seen since that run, on June 10th. If anyone can get him to the 

track bouncing on the day, it’s Bob Baffert – the king of the layoff – and word is that his 

23rd October training work was his best since before the Met Mile demolition. He is a 

definite contender on the pick of his form, three-from-three at a mile, but he’s only 9/4 

after five months away. 

Practical Joke is undefeated in two starts at the trip, including in Grade 1 company last 

year. The three-year-old, trained by Chad Brown, was impressive when seeing off 

Takaful and co in a G1 over seven furlongs at the end of August, and he too looks to defy 

time off. Given that all bar one of the ten Dirt Mile winners to date had been off no more 

than 42 days, Practical Joke’s 69 day absence is hard to embrace. 

One with a perfect trends profile for the race is Sharp Azteca. Six lengths behind Mor 

Spirit in the Met Mile is mitigated somewhat by the fact that was his first run since 

alighting the plane back from Dubai, where we was third in the Godolphin Mile on a 

sloppy track.  

Sharp Azteca has won easily in both starts since, but both were in small fields where he 

was able to get to the front without doing too much. The additional pace contention 

expected in the Dirt Mile could make it hard for him to hang on in the straight. Still, he 

has a really likable profile and is 11/2 at time of writing. 

Not many horses can claim to have beaten Arrogate, but Accelerate is one of them. In 

fact, I’m pretty sure he’s the only horse to have beaten Arrogate twice! On both of their 

debuts, Accelerate was second while the highest rated horse in the world was third; and 

two runs back, Accelerate was the winner of the San Diego Handicap over this course 

(half a furlong further) when Arrogate ran down the field. 

His each way credentials are solid: though he has won only four of 13 lifetime starts, he 

has been out of the first three just once, and not at all in his last eleven races. That 

sequence includes two wins, a second and a third from four mile starts, and has seen him 

produce his best two speed ratings in his most recent races. 

Eight of the ten Dirt Mile winners to date were non-winners last time out, and five of them 

were outside of the front three in the betting, making this chap an interesting each way 

play.  
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Talking of non-winners, his trainer, John Sadler, is 0 from 39 at Breeders’ Cup which 

hardly inspires confidence. However, in the last three years he’s had a second, three 

thirds and a fourth from just eight runners so he’s knocking on the door. 

Track form is represented in the shape of Giant Expectations, whose two course spins 

include victory in the G2 Pat O’Brien Stakes, a Win and You’re In (WAYI) race for the Dirt 

Mile. There he rated off a fast early gallop before running down tiring horses to win 

going away. That was seven furlongs and he’s since been well beaten stepping back to 

six, though he was heavily eased off in the straight there. 

A mile looks more his game but he’d need to step up markedly on what he’s achieved to 

date, including his Graded course form. 

Battle Of Midway’s best piece of form was in a minor ungraded stakes race, and he was 

well enough beaten either side of that including in a G3 last time. He’d be an upset 

winner. 

The trailblazing Midnight Storm, and minor stakes cash machines Iron Fist and 

Awesome Slew don’t look good enough either. 

Trends Contenders:  

Mor Spirit, Sharp Azteca 

Form Contenders:  

Accelerate, Mor Spirit, Sharp Azteca 

Dirt Mile Selection:  

I think Mor Spirit is the most likely winner. Sadly, so does the market, and I don’t think 

he’s value at just better than 2/1 even though he may well win.  

Sharp Azteca’s chance seems to hang on how much he has to do to get a forward position 

in a race where there could conceivably be four horses vying for the lead. I fear him in 

that context, but he could easily run off the board if doing too much too soon, so doesn’t 

make each way appeal. 

The one for me, each way, will be Accelerate. Not exactly a win machine, he is 

nevertheless very consistent, and has solid course form in his last two starts. He may well 

have failed to stay over a quarter mile further last time so, dropping back in trip and with 

a versatile run style, he looks capable of running a big race. 

Accelerate each way at 6/1 Skybet NRNB (advised 24th October) 
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10.50pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (10 renewals to date) 

✓ Euro 6 US 4 (4-2 at SA) 

✓ 2-6 runs (6/10 had 4 or 5 runs - Prior Starts: 2-1/3-2/4-4/5-2/6-1) 

✓ 3/4 US won at 1m+, only 1/6 Euro won at 1m 

✓ 1st-3rd Fav 3 from 27 (9 renewals) 

✓ 10/10 Top 3 LTO or within 2L of winner 

✓ 0 Front Runner winners (7 CLOSERS, 3 PROMINENT) - Closers favoured at Del Mar, 

then prominent 

✓ 5 of the 7 Euro winners (and US Hootenanny) had recorded an RPR of 110+; 2016 

winner 108 LTO 

✓ Euro winners placed in G1/2 LTO, or won ungraded stakes 

✓ Euro winners 20-42 days absent; US 20, 35, 49, 68 days absent 

✓ Pilgrim Stakes is considered a key prep and got 1st winner in ’16, 2016 winner, Oscar 

Performance 

✓ Only 4 WAYI races have produced Juv Turf winner; only ONE WAYI winner has won 

Juv Turf (Sum=Summer Stakes, Pil=Pilgrim, Bou=Bourbon, Cha=Champagne) 

✓ NB Bourbon was run off the turf, on sloppy main track this year 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Quite established form for juveniles. Mendelssohn may go forward from stall one to 

avoid getting boxed in. Richard Fahey’s Sands Of Mali and Wes Ward’s Hemp Hemp 

Hurray are other possible pace pressers in a race seemingly lacking in early zip. 

If it does play tactical, the chances of trouble in running behind are increased. This is a 

race which comes with a wealth warning on that basis! 
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Key Trials: 

30 August 

2017 

With 

Anticipation 

Stakes 

Saratoga Click Catholic Boy, Untamed Domain 

03 

September 

2017 

Del Mar Juvenile 

Turf Stakes 

Del Mar Click Encumbered, My Boy Jack 

09 

September 

2017 

Champions 

Juvenile Stakes 

Leopardstown Click Nelson 

17 

September 

2017 

Summer Stakes Woodbine Click Untamed Domain, Hemp Hemp Hurray 

23 

September 

2017 

Dubai Duty Free 

Mill Reef Stakes 

Newbury Click (RUK 

subscribers 

only)  

James Garfield 

30 

September 

2017 

Juddmonte 

Royal Lodge 

Stakes 

Newmarket Click Roaring Lion 

30 

September 

2017 

Juddmonte 

Middle Park 

Stakes 

Newmarket Click U S Navy Flag, Sioux Nation, Beckford 

30 

September 

2017 

Pilgrim Stakes Belmont Park Click Seabhac, Voting Control, Maraud 

01 October 

2017 

Qatar Prix Jean-

Luc Lagardere 

Chantilly Click Happily, Masar 

08 October 

2017 

Dixiana 

Bourbon Stakes 

Keeneland Click Flameaway, Tap Daddy 

09 October 

2017 

Zuma Beach 

Stakes 

Santa Anita 

Park 

Click My Boy Jack 

 

https://youtu.be/QbvgNZvZa9w
https://youtu.be/gFKWqlMsJNw?t=55s
https://youtu.be/tjWAtThHxvE
https://youtu.be/eI-NP9_or6s
https://www.racinguk.com/videos/watch/horse_racing_replays/77301
https://www.racinguk.com/videos/watch/horse_racing_replays/77301
https://www.racinguk.com/videos/watch/horse_racing_replays/77301
https://youtu.be/M3YDx-T1tsg
https://youtu.be/-tBuNV1IJCg
https://youtu.be/6X5Pvn4GN5Q
https://youtu.be/SyqVDi8MG38?t=1m7s
https://youtu.be/ZBkGgniSYZQ
https://youtu.be/tsCBkksDkOw
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Summary: 

For whatever reason, the Juvenile Turf has been much kinder to European raiders than 

the fillies’ equivalent. Indeed, Johnny/Jean/Jim Foreigner has taken the prize on six 

occasions from the ten previous renewals. Compare that with the two from nine in the 

fillies race. 

Aidan O’Brien has won the race three times, so his Mendelssohn is a logical place to 

start. Originally slated for the dirt Juvenile race, he switched to this, his second 

preference at the final declaration stage. Whether that is material is anybody’s guess: his 

form to date is questionable, and it may be that the fact he’s by US sire, Scat Daddy, that 

he attempts to advertise his stallion claims to a US audience. 

Certainly his second place in the G1 Dewhurst came as something of a surprise – he was 

sent off at 50/1 that day – and he’d been trounced on softer turf at Doncaster on his only 

other step out of maiden company. It can be argued that he needs fast ground to show his 

best and that, after a career high last time, he is progressive.  

Moreover, his trainer’s record in the race is second to none, so he has to be respected 

even though his odds are somewhat cramped. Stall one could be a hindrance unless 

Ryan Moore decides to hit the gate running, something he probably will do in a heat 

lacking obvious early dash. 

The British and Irish challenge is far more than just one horse. In fact, we have six of the 

fourteen starters. Ignoring Rajasinghe and Sands Of Mali, who look over-faced, cases 

can be made for the other three. 

Charlie Appleby’s Masar has a perfect trends fit, and his trainer won this in 2013 with 

Outstrip. Masar has a good draw in six – seven of the ten winners were drawn three to 

seven, all on similarly tight tracks (the other three were all drawn very high) – and his 

form stacks up, too. 

Specifically, he has stepped forward in each of his four races, a quartet which began with 

defeat of the decent but clearly poorly named Invincible Army (!). He went on to run 

third to September in the Chesham before bolting up in the Solario at Sandown. More 

was to follow last time in the Lagardere where he was a close up third to Happily on his 

first try on wet turf. Back on terra firmer, he is expected to progress again and looks a 

worthy jolly at around 9/2. 

Rookie trainer George Scott is excited about the prospects of his James Garfield. The 

Bill Gredley-owned son of Exceed And Excel was winning in Group 2 company over six 

furlongs but has form at seven. According to his jockey, Frankie Dettori, it takes a  six 

furlong horse to win the Juvenile Turf: the rationale is that, with two tight turns to 

navigate, the horses are never actually going flat out, which mitigates against stamina. 

It’s an interesting argument and, in a race short of obvious pace, it may play tactical. In 

that scenario, a Group-class sprinter might be able to run away from them. Stall seven is 

fine and I expect Frankie will stalk the pace in third or fourth, and try to stay out of 

trouble if he can. 
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The trainer of the winner of the ‘four miler’ at the Cheltenham Festival, Gordon Elliott, 

bids to win this mile flat race at the Breeders’ Cup with a horse called Beckford. He’s a 

man who can never be written off and his flag-bearing flat horse has been a grand 

servant this term, winning the Group 2 Railway Stakes before running up in the Phoenix 

and National Stakes, both Group 1’s. He was a little disappointing over six last time, when 

only fifth behind U S Navy Flag in the Middle Park and needs to bounce back. I suspect 

there will be colts with a better turn of foot, but he deserves his place in the line up. 

And what of the domestic juvenile turf crop? In truth, they have something to find in terms 

of both class and speed. But, in what could be a messy race, big numbers may not be 

what is required.  

Untamed Domain chinned Hemp Hemp Hurray on the line last time in the Summer 

Stakes, the latter racing more handily and hanging tough until bested by the late-running 

former. English trainer Graham Motion handles Untamed Domain and he gives the 

impression that he needs a bit more speed on to show his best, whatever his best is 

worth. 

Hemp Hemp Hurray on the other hand could get the pace setup he wants, that neck 

defeat being his first in three starts: he’d previously won twice over sprint trips. In other 

words, he has tactical speed and a progressive profile in unexacting conditions. Stall 

twelve is ostensibly sub-optimal, but he’s a fair chance of rating across from there and 

sitting in the front four or five. If they bunch up on the home turn, he’s more likely than 

some to get a run. And he’s 20/1. 

Another English trainer working from the States is Simon Callaghan, and his 

Encumbered has a lurker’s profile. He was duffed up last time, which has thrown many 

off the scent but, prior to that he won a well-run renewal of the Del Mar Juvenile Turf 

Stakes over course and distance.  

The key to overlooking that last race is that it was on dirt – his first try – and it is perfectly 

plausible that he hated it. Lob that race and you have a horse coming in here off two 

progressive runs, both over course and distance. No issues for him with the track 

configuration, trap nine is satisfactory, and he may run well. 

But perhaps the most interesting of them all is the lightly raced Catholic Boy. Trained 

down in Florida by Jonathan Thomas, he’s won both starts, most recently the G3 With 

Anticipation Stakes. That was the path taken to victory by the inaugural Juvenile Turf 

winner, Nownownow, in 2007; this year’s With Anticipation victor was value for more 

than the winning length margin. He was caught in a pocket at the top of the straight and, 

when the gap appeared, he waltzed through it and won going away. 

Trends Contenders:  

Masar, Mendelssohn 

Form Contenders:  

Masar, James Garfield, Mendelssohn 
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Juvenile Turf Selection:  

I don’t like this race from a betting perspective, not one bit. On the face of it, the Euros 

have a huge class edge and should win. In fact, they could conceivably fill out the trifecta 

and perhaps even the superfecta.  

But... it shapes to be a messy affair, and it may be the colt that gets the cleanest run who 

wins.  

The most likely winner for me is Masar. He’s classy and progressive, should handle the 

turns and his trainer knows how to get this job done. The return to a sound surface is also 

expected to be in his favour.  

If his stamina holds out and he gets a clear run, I also believe James Garfield can hit the 

frame. 

Catholic Boy is a very promising colt, too, but I doubt whether he has the ability of the 

overseas squad. 

This is as close to ‘no bet’ territory as there is. Gun to head, Masar. But given we live in a 

country where gun control laws are sensible – as opposed to the laws from where I write 

this – I will say no bet. 

No bet – advised 1st November 

(If pushed, Masar 9/2, very tentatively) 
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11.35pm GMT: Breeders Cup Distaff (1m1f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (33 renewals to date) 

✓ 27/33 won by 3 or 4yo's (including the 17 prior to Beholder, 2016) 

✓ 17/33 won by 4yo's (including 10 of the last 15) 

✓ 32/33 finished top 3 or within 4L of winner last time out 

✓ 20 of the last 26 winners ran 6-8 times in the year (Beholder, 2016, 5 times) 

✓ 23/29 1m1f Distaff winners had won at the distance already 

✓ Layoff: 28/33 less than 35 days (all since 1998, except 2015/16 winners) 

✓ 22/29 1m1f Distaff winners had won a Grade 1 

✓ The favourite is 13/33 (39% SR) 

✓ 31/33 had recorded a Beyer of 100+  

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Paradise Woods is the guaranteed speed, but she may face a challenge from 

Champagne Room who went trap to wire last time. Stellar Wind is normally on the 

premises, though fast early fractions can find her out a touch.  

Elate looks set to stalk and try to pounce late; she won’t be far off the speed. However, 

Abel Tasman, Forever Unbridled and Romantic Vision are normally played very late. 

So, too, Mopotism. 

Key Trials: 

14 April 

2017 

Apple Blossom 

Handicap 

Oaklawn 

Park 

Distaff Click Stellar Wind, Terra Promessa 

03 June 

2017 

Beholder Mile Santa 

Anita 

Park 

Distaff Click Stellar Wind, Vale Dori, Finest City 

10 June 

2017 

Ogden Phipps 

Stakes 

Belmont 

Park 

Distaff Click Songbird, Highway Star 

https://youtu.be/lYKoDBRWY9c?t=41s
https://youtu.be/loH1XHaQ4yg
https://youtu.be/rvbOfsUduOE
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17 June 

2017 

Fleur de Lis 

Handicap 

Churchill 

Downs 

Distaff Click Forever Unbridled 

23 July 

2017 

Cotilllion Stakes Parx Distaff Click It Tiz Well, Abel Tasman 

30 July 

2017 

Clement L. 

Hirsch Handicap 

Del Mar Distaff Click Stellar Wind, Vale Dori, Faithfully 

19 August 

2017 

Alabama 

Handicap 

Saratoga Distaff Click Elate, It Tiz Well, New Money 

Honey, Mopotism 

26 August 

2017 

Personal Ensign 

H. 

Saratoga Distaff Click Forever Unbridled 

23 

September 

2017 

Coaching Club 

of America Oaks 

Saratoga Distaff Click Abel Tasman, Elate 

30 

September 

2017 

Beldame 

Invitational 

Stakes 

Belmont 

Park 

Distaff Click Elate, 

30 

September 

2017 

Zenyatta Stakes Santa 

Anita 

Park 

Distaff Click Paradise Woods, Faithfully 

08 

October 

2017 

Juddmonte 

Spinster Stakes 

Keenelan

d 

Distaff Click Romantic Vision 

    

Summary: 

Stellar Wind is the favourite, and that’s fair enough based on her senior status in the 

race: this will be her third Distaff. Which is to say she’s tried and failed to win this twice 

before, first when a neck second to sub-standard 2015 winner, Stopchargingmaria, and 

latterly when only fourth behind Beholder, Songbird and the re-opposing Forever 

Unbridled. Although beaten four lengths there, it was probably a better effort than the 

previous year.  

The problem is that she was 5/2 second choice last year and ran two places below 

market expectation. She’s won her three starts this term, all Grade 1’s, by a neck twice, 

https://youtu.be/Hg0RC_BTGbA?t=5s
https://youtu.be/X8ZNEgs8FCg
https://youtu.be/pb6THewNFUo
https://youtu.be/vdh2pBDMy7Q
https://youtu.be/OamMoEgoNAc
https://youtu.be/j9MEOck747Q
https://youtu.be/2sf6pEM9B1c
https://youtu.be/NK6Z6bIwOH8
https://youtu.be/citk0mHI_Us
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and a length and a quarter; so, while she commands respect and will aim to be one of the 

closest to the expected pace setter Paradise Woods, she’s too short to be a bet.  

Her workouts have been unflashy but that is her to some degree. She never wins by far, 

she trains lazily. This will be her last race before being sold as a broodmare.  

Her trainer, John Sadler, has a lamentable 0 from 39 BC record (though he does have two 

solid chances with Stellar Wind, and the fancied (by me!) Accelerate in the Dirt Mile). 

Moreover, prior to Beholder’s victory for the five-year-olds last year, it had been 17 

straight successes for three- or four-year-olds in the race (and 27/33 overall). 

 

Paradise Woods leads the SoCal home guard, and will attempt to make all, as she has 

done for her two top speed figures. She’s a lightly raced three year old with just six 

lifetime efforts. In spite of that she’s still recorded two 105+ Beyer figures, either of which 

would probably be good enough to win this. 

This will be only her second run over as far as nine furlongs, the first ending in heavy 

defeat on a sloppy track in the Kentucky Oaks in May. A near four month break followed, 

after which she was a lacklustre sixth in a Grade 3 over the Del Mar course. She looked 

uninspiring in the context of a race like this until bouncing back with a huge five and a 

quarter length verdict over Faithfully in the G1 Zenyatta at Santa Anita. Sent off 1-2 

favourite there, she got a solid lead from the gate and never saw another filly. 

Stellar Wind looks like the only runner in the line up to challenge her efforts to replicate 

that dress rehearsal. Paradise Woods’ trainer, Richard Mandella, has a fabulous 9 from 40 

record at Breeders’ Cups. 

Elate, who should have a perfect stalking trip, beat her elders by eight lengths in the 

Beldame last time. The time was relatively slow and it might just be that the West 

Coasters have the edge, but when the gap came she burst through it powerful fashion. 

She comes here as a dual Grade 1 winner in her last two starts and is obviously 

progressive off just eight career starts. Her trainer, Bill Mott, is 10 from 92 at BC: plenty of 

winners, from plenty of runners! 

She’s had a long season – this will be her eighth run of the campaign – but her last two 

races have been her best and there’s a good chance she’s still improving and thriving on 

the track. Her recent workouts have apparently been electric. 

Forever Unbridled, now five, was a close third in a better renewal of the Distaff last year. 

She arrives here in similar shape but has been hard to train this season, having just two 

prior starts. In fairness, they were both wins, most recently in the Grade 1 Personal 

Ensign Stakes. Her late running style may not be ideally suited to Del Mar’s short stretch, 

particularly with a possible lone speed angle. Of course, jockey Joel Rosario will be 

aware of this and may ride her closer to the pace than usual to counter that prospect. 

Forever Unbridled is another fancied runner trying to ‘do a Beholder’ and beat the five-

year-old hoodoo. 
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Abel Tasman is another late runner. She’s two from two over this nine furlong trip, and 

has finished in the first two in all nine races since her debut. That sequence includes four 

G1 wins and another two G1 seconds. She had a head verdict over Elate in the CCA Oaks 

two back before giving best to It Tiz Well in the Cotillion. The problem is that she’s never 

run especially fast so, whilst anything Bob Baffert runs deserves immense respect, Abel 

Tasman probably has to step forward a couple of lengths on anything she’s achieved on 

that impressive-looking CV to date. 

Champagne Room won last year’s Breeders’ Cup Juvenile. She was a shock 33/1 winner 

there, and it would be an even bigger shock if she was able to win here, having recorded 

nothing more than a minor Stakes victory in the interim. She’s surely over-faced against a 

field of multiple Grade 1 winners, though she may try to lay it down to Paradise Woods in 

the early fractions. 

Mopotism has been beaten mostly this term, but at least she’s not been beaten far in 

good races. She looks likely to race midfield and though almost certainly not good 

enough to win she might outrun quotes of 100/1. 

Romantic Vision has only run in two Grade 1 races, finishing first (on her most recent 

start) and second. The reason she’s a 33/1 chance is that both those runs were on sloppy 

tracks – where the horses splash through the dirt, often going very deep into the surface 

– and it is 99.9% not going to be sloppy at Del Mar, even if rain is forecast for Breeders’ 

Cup weekend. 

Trends Contenders:  

Paradise Woods, Elate 

Form Contenders:  

Stellar Wind, Paradise Woods 

Distaff Selection: 

A very trappy affair. All should be able to run their races, though Champagne Room may 

‘spoil’ Paradise Woods by pressing her hard early. That’s important because I think 

Paradise Woods is the danger to my fancy if she gets loose on the lead.  

She has a very good trends profile, is really fast on her going days, and as a three-year-

old has more scope to step forward again than the veterans in the field. 

That’s the key to a bet here. Both Stellar Wind and Forever Unbridled are five-year-olds, 

an age at which most mares are either in the covering sheds or have shown they’re not 

good enough. Beholder struck back for the oldies last year in a thriller with Songbird, but 

history says we should not bank on a repeat. 

Furthermore, both of that pair have been extremely lightly raced this term, bucking a 

strong trend whereby winners have had five-plus seasonal starts. Two and three is not 

close to that level of match fitness. 

I’ve personally already backed Elate, directly after she won the G1 Beldame last time 

out, and she’s the one I like. It wasn’t a big speed figure there – she’s never run one – but 
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she got caught in traffic and when the gap came, she burst through it to put the race to 

bed in a matter of strides. There is definitely more in her tank. I think she’ll be really 

tough to keep out of the three so, at 9/2, she rates the proverbial each way bet to (almost) 

nothing. I’ve backed her again at 4/1 (can’t get on with the 9/2 firms) and rate her the 

best bet on Friday. Paradise Woods is worthy of a saver in my opinion. 

Advised 29th October 

Elate each way at 9/2 888sport, Unibet (4/1 general) 

Paradise Woods saver at 8/1 Lads, Boyle, Sunbets  
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SATURDAY 

7.00pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile Fillies (1m1/2f, Dirt)  

Key Trends (33 renewals to date) 

✓ 14 of the last 15 had 3-5 career starts 

✓ Last 15, career runs: 2-1,3-6,4-5,5+-3 

✓ Layoff: 28/33 were running within 30 days (2016 winner 35 days off) 

✓ 27/33 (82%) had a Grade 1, 2 or 3 win, from c.60% of the runners 

✓ 17/22 fillies improved Beyer when racing 7f+ for 1st time (excludes pre-Beyer BC's 

and winners with no 7f+ form) 

✓ 90+ Beyer = very strong, 80+ 1 or 2 starts = strong 

✓ 30/33 were top 4 or less than 4L behind the winner last time out 

✓ Favourite is 18/33 (55%) 

✓ "Look beyond obvious when trials were slow" 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

With most of these having had either two or three starts to date, and perhaps needing the 

first run, pace position dogma is again not the way forward. That said, based on what we 

know, Alluring Star is likely to go on, as she has done in both her career starts; so too 

Moonshine Memories and, perhaps, Separationofpowers. But plenty of these are 

happy to be waited with.  

The balance of probabilities is for a well-run race but possibly an overly fast first half 

mile. 

 

Key Trials: 

02 September 

2017 

Spinaway 

Stakes 

Saratoga Juvenile 

Fillies 

Click Lady Ivanka, Maya Malibu, 

Separationofpowers 

https://youtu.be/bfcL7lb4Sto?t=5s
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2 September 

2017 

Del Mar 

Debutante 

Stakes 

Del Mar Juvenile 

Fillies 

Click Moonshine Memories, 

Piedi Bianchi 

16 September 

2017 

Pocahontas 

Stakes 

Churchill 

Downs 

Juvenile 

Fillies 

Click Patrona Margarita, Kelly's 

Humor 

30 September 

2017 

Chandelier 

Stakes 

Santa Anita 

Park 

Juvenile 

Fillies 

Click Moonshine Memories, 

Alluring Star, Piedi Bianchi 

06 October 

2017 

Darley 

Alcibiades 

Stakes 

Keeneland Juvenile 

Fillies 

Click Heavenly Love, Princess 

Warrior, Kelly's Humor, 

Bet She Wins 

07 October 

2017 

Frizette Stakes Belmont Park Juvenile 

Fillies 

Click Separationofpowers, 

Caledonia Road, Maya 

Malibu, Purrfect Miss 

 

Summary: 

The Juvenile Fillies could set up for a horse to show hitherto hidden stamina. With three 

of the first four in the betting keen to get on with things, it should be fairly quick early, 

and attritional late. 

The alternative view is that the fancied fillies will be sensible early and have the finish 

between them. Based on what we’ve seen so far they deserve their market positions. 

Englishman Simon Callaghan’s Moonshine Memories is the morning line favourite after 

back-to-back Grade 1 scores in the Del Mar Debutante (7f on this track) and the 

Chandelier (this trip at Santa Anita). She’s done it from the front, leading most of the way 

in the shorter race and sitting in second on her most recent spin, and she’ll be prominent 

again if she can from stall seven. 

Trying to break across from the widest draw of all, 13, will be Separationofpowers, who 

was always handy in the G1 Frizette last time before waltzing away down the straight. 

She’s pretty quick, too, and saw it out well in that Belmont contest. 

Meanwhile, in Keeneland, Heavenly Love rinsed her rivals by five lengths in the G1 

Alcibiades. It was a slower time and she got a perfect trip but, still, it was a most 

authoritative performance. 

Of the three, I slightly favour Moonshine Memories. But I’m not sure she’ll get things her 

way this time. No, while watching the videos I was quite taken with a couple who closed 

well and looked like they’d be suited by a stronger pace. 

https://youtu.be/3KEgTZ38nMg?t=1m35s
https://youtu.be/qDowwnwX--k
https://youtu.be/UAyuDhW1SB0
https://youtu.be/3vJ6FouIeZQ
https://youtu.be/4SEXS2Vu-x8
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Piedi Bianchi was behind Moonshine Memories in both the Del Mar Deb and the 

Chandelier. In the former race, run much more quickly over seven furlongs, she closed 

right to the line and would have won in another half furlong; in the latter, a mile and a 

sixteenth, the fractions were slower but she again finished well and would have been 

second in another three strides. I think she’s sitting on a big effort and, with a clean trip – 

not guaranteed by any means – she will be close to the favourite once more. 

Behind Separationofpowers in the Frizette was Caledonia Road. She came from far back 

there, and was quite impressive at how she made ground in the turn before flattening out 

a little in the straight. With just two runs to her name, she’s less experienced than most in 

here. The flip side of that is that she has more scope to improve. She’s certainly 

interesting at odds around 20/1. 

Another in the pace mix is Alluring Star. Indeed she may be the key speed, though stall 

nine makes that less than ideal. She was no match for Moonshine Memories last time and 

shouldn’t, in my opinion, be shorter in the betting than Piedi Bianchi for this. I don’t think 

she’ll get home if she adopts the front-running approach she’s deployed on her first two 

starts. 

Wonder Gadot has never raced on dirt before, and won a four-runner Grade 3 run at a 

sedate pace last time. She’s unexposed and could conceivably improve for both the 

surface and a faster pace. But we’re being asked to guess on both of those points at a 

price that doesn’t really justify the speculation. 

The rest probably aren’t good enough. 

Trends Contenders:  

Moonshine Memories, Heavenly Love 

Form Contenders:  

Moonshine Memories, Heavenly Love, Separationofpowers, Piedi Bianchi, Caledonia 

Road 

Juvenile Fillies Selection: 

I’m hanging my hat on this being run at a rapid pace. If that comes to pass there’s a 

chance that a closer will gun down the early speedsters.  

While I think Moonshine Memories is a legitimate jolly, she could be susceptible to the 

late rally of a filly like Piedi Bianchi (white feet, if you were wondering) or Caledonia 

Road. 

I’ve been quite taken by Piedi Bianchi and reckon she’s a fair each way play in what is a 

pretty open race. She’ll not be involved in the early skirmishes and will need to make 

her run entering the home turn: that’s what she did in the Del Mar Deb at this track and 

14/1 understates her chance a touch. 

Back Piedi Bianchi each way at 14/1 (Betfair Sports, 12/1 general) – advised 3rd 

November 
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7.37pm GMT: Breeders Cup Turf Sprint (5f, Turf) 

Key Trends (9 renewals so far) 

✓ 8/9 were already distance winners (check for specific 5f distance form) 

✓ Age 3-1; 4-3; 5-3; 6-1; 8-1 (all largely in line with representation. 2016 winner 8yo!) 

✓ Last 8 of 9 winners were top 3 or within 3L of the winner last time out 

✓ 100+ Beyer = strong contender 

✓ 8/9 had 4+ starts in year 

✓ 8/9 had a 28+ day layoff 

✓ All 9 placed in Graded Stakes (5/9 WON Graded Stakes) 

✓ Consider Euro form around a turn 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

For a five furlong contest, this heat is surprisingly low on early dash. Richard’s Boy has 

shown a propensity for the front rank in recent runs and so too, on occasion has the hot 

favourite, Lady Aurelia. Her trainer, Wes Ward, has hinted she’ll not be sent to the lead 

however. Bucherro, unusually slowly away last time out, is another who could contest 

from the gate though he has a wide draw to contend with in that context. 

In a race expected to change dramatically through the final yards, it might be that Lady 

Aurelia has already poached an unassailable advantage. Certainly, things appear to 

shape favourably for her. 

 

Key Trials: 

09 April 

2017 

Turf Monster 

Stakes 

Parx Turf Sprint Click Pure Sensation, Mongolian 

Saturday,  

Holding Gold 

https://youtu.be/Vui82ItCjgk
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10 June 

2017 

Jaipur Stakes Belmont 

Park 

Turf Sprint Click Disco Partner, Green Mask, 

Hogy,  

Holding Gold, Pure Sensation 

20 June 

2017 

King's Stand Stakes Ascot Turf Sprint Click Lady Aurelia, Marsha 

02 July 

2017 

Highlander Stakes Woodbine 

Racetrack 

Turf Sprint Click Green Mask 

18 August 

2017 

Del Mar Green 

Flash Stakes 

Del Mar Turf Sprint Click Tribalist 

25 August 

2017 

Coolmore 

Nunthorpe Stakes 

York Turf Sprint Click Marsha, Lady Aurelia 

10 

September 

2017 

Derrinstown Stud 

Flying Five Stakes 

Curragh 

Racecourse 

Turf Sprint Click Caravaggio 

10 

September 

2017 

Allied Forces 

Stakes 

Belmont 

Park 

Turf Sprint Click White Flag, Big Handsome 

01 

October 

2017 

Sprinters Stakes Nakayama Turf Sprint Click Red Falx 

01 

October 

2017 

Longines Prix de 

l'Abbaye 

Chantilly Turf Sprint Click Marsha 

07 

October 

2017 

Woodford Stakes Keeneland Turf Sprint Click Bucchero, Hogy, Mongolian 

Saturday 

07 

October 

2017 

Belmont Turf 

Sprint Stakes 

Belmont 

Park 

Turf Sprint Click Disco Partner 

    

https://youtu.be/C4-S1EFp16Q
https://youtu.be/8-egbHI9RV0
https://youtu.be/60l8d08JMPg?t=5s%20target=
https://youtu.be/wo9sbd8P7rk?t=2m32s
https://youtu.be/DQ9Joh3ynbI?t=1s
https://youtu.be/2M5gzRTeGa8?t=3s
https://youtu.be/03AdpIXP0v4
https://youtu.be/KYOvam6Sb3s?t=1m38s
https://youtu.be/Rq-V_Q1flZQ?t=2m15s
https://youtu.be/LdpUwLlNvHc
https://youtu.be/mpNebMUzKz0
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Summary: 

This looks one of the more ‘open and shut’ cases through the thirteen-race Breeders’ Cup 

card. On the face of it, Lady Aurelia should win. Here’s why: 

She’s won five of seven starts, including the G1 Prix Morny as a juvenile and the G1 

King’s Stand at Royal Ascot this summer. She is accomplished racing around a turn. She 

has a perfect draw in three. She has speed from the stalls. And, although entering off a 

layoff since that narrow Nunthorpe defeat under a prematurely exuberant Frankie 

Dettori, she has been training very well. She is also faster than any of her rivals. None of 

this has been lost in a market quote just north of even money, however. 

The last day loss came at the hands of Marsha, a most likeable mare owned by the Elite 

Racing Club. She seems to have travelled over well and she’s available at 11/2, so why 

can’t she beat the jolly again? The problem for her is that she’s being asked to turn a 

corner as opposed to run straight. According to her trainer, Sir Mark Prescott, she 

recently went for a trial spin around Chelmsford’s tight turns and was not exactly 

scraping paint on the inside rail. 

She may get some assistance from horses to her right, notably the early speed of 

Richard’s Boy to her immediate outside. But that is a significant worry in a race where the 

bend comprises 40% of the race distance. I hope she runs a cracker but I can’t 

countenance a bet on her. 

The only other runner to receive a single figure quote is Disco Partner, drawn one. But 

he’s been racing over trips between six furlongs and a mile, and has never raced over 

the minimum. His record at five and a half furlongs is not good enough to win, so he looks 

one to take on, especially as a late runner with a trailblazer’s draw. (Cue massive run!) 

From an each way perspective, I’d give Charlie Hills’ Cotai Glory a bit of a squeak. Five 

is definitely his trip – he’s gained all four of his career wins at the distance – and though 

he’s no win machine, he’s hit the board in ten of 24 five-furlong dashes. He doesn’t have 

much to find with Marsha on a couple of recent form lines and, if handling the bend, he 

might make the frame. 

It is harder to make a case for Washington DC, whose five-furlong efforts above G3 level 

have the following form string: 220226050. Sure, there are four 2’s there, but none since a 

game run in the Abbaye last year. He’s been regressive for most of this campaign. 

So what can challenge for a podium spot? Hogy is an eight-year-old, and he is waited 

with in his races, and he’s not all that quick. Despite that, he’s a genuine five-furlong 

horse, with bundles of experience around a turn. Stall eight won’t be an issue with his 

way of going, and he might end up on the superfecta ticket. 

But perhaps the most interesting at a price is Pure Sensation. Drawn widest of all in 

twelve, he may have the toe to get across close to the lead. If he can do that, he has a 

perfect trends profile, has run faster than any US horse (excluding Lady Aurelia), and is 

six from ten at five furlongs. 16/1 looks fine. 

This is one of the shallower heats. 
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Trends Contenders:  

Pure Sensation, Marsha 

Form Contenders:  

Lady Aurelia, Marsha 

Turf Sprint Selection: 

The Turf Sprint is Lady Aurelia’s to lose. She has a speed edge, a class edge, a great 

draw and, well, what else do you want? 

For those looking to play exacta and/or each way, Pure Sensation could get near the 

front early, even from the widest draw, and may stay there some way into the home 

straight. He’s a fast horse who is optimally suited by five furlongs. And he’s 16/1. 

Cotai Glory could also grab some of the ‘pieces’ without having any reason to beat Lady 

Aurelia; and Hogy might run top four or five at a big price. 

Sadly, I’m against Marsha, though I hope she runs a belter for her connections: each of 

Luke Morris, Sir Mark Prescott and the dreamland posse of Elite Racing Club members 

are into uncharted waters. Good luck guys! 

Lady Aurelia to win 6/5 (Betfair, Paddy, winner), 11/10 general – advised 2nd 

November 

Small each way Pure Sensation 16/1 bet365 (NRNB, ¼ 1-2-3) – advised 2nd November  
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8.14pm GMT: Breeders Cup Filly & Mare Sprint (7f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (10 renewals so far) 

✓ Age: 4-6; 5-3; 6-1 (3yo's 0 from 28 to date) 

✓ All 10 finished in the top 3, or within 3L of the winner, last time 

✓ 7/10 won at 7f; 4/10 2+ wins at 7f 

✓ 8/10 won or were 2nd in a G1 (2016 winner 3rd G1/won G2) 

✓ TCA at Keeneland is a key prep (albeit over 6f) - Finley's won in '17 

✓ Humana Distaff also key (4 winners, 3 won that too - Paulas won this year) 

✓ Surface switch (synth or turf to dirt) : 7/10 winners 

How the runners fit 

 

*won last year's FM Sprint 

**head 2nd in G1 

***won G1 June 2016 

 

Pace: 

There is a lot of pace on here. Any of Proper Discretion, By The Moon, and especially 

Constellation and Finley’sluckycharm, as well as the wide drawn Princess Karen are 

expected to dash ahead. 

Unique Bella, who likes to be on or close to the lead, has a wide draw and plenty of pace 

contention to overcome. She’s classy – and quick – but it won’t be easy from that post. 
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Key Trials: 

05 February 

2017 

Las Virgenes Stakes Santa Anita 

Park 

Click Unique Bella, Mopotism, Champagne 

Room 

04 March 

2017 

Santa Ysabel Stakes Santa Anita 

Park 

Click Unique Bella, Abel Tasman 

06 May 

2017 

Humana Distaff Stakes Churchill 

Downs 

Click Paulassilverlining, Finest City, Carina 

Mia 

01 July 2017 Princess Rooney 

Handicap 

Gulfstream 

Park 

Click Curlin's Approval 

08 July 2017 Great Lady M Stakes Los Alamitos Click Skye Diamonds, Constellation, Finest 

City 

26 July 2017 Honorable Miss Stakes Saratoga Click Paulassilverlining, 

Finley'sluckycharm, By The Moon 

13 August 

2017 

Rancho Bernardo 

Stakes 

Del Mar Click Skye Diamonds, Constellation 

26 August 

2017 

Ballerina Stakes Saratoga Click By The Moon, Highway Star, 

Paulassilverlining, Curlin's Approval 

24 

September 

2017 

Gallant Bloom 

Handicap 

Belmont 

Park 

Click Highway Star, Carina Mia 

07 October 

2017 

Thoroughbred Club of 

America Stakes 

Keeneland Click Finley'sluckycharm, Chalon 

08 October 

2017 

LA Woman Stakes Santa Anita 

Park 

Click Unique Bella, Princess Karen 

   

https://youtu.be/wtex6a7oy5A
https://youtu.be/IPrZ04pMJ1Y
https://youtu.be/-CQEss8hB48
https://youtu.be/TgmwHBFZIE8
https://youtu.be/i89iy9GGDjs
https://youtu.be/XVzud-QJha4
https://youtu.be/NpTkrZi6pqY
https://youtu.be/OABQyyM4ytg?t=2s
https://youtu.be/MMgPzIMoGgQ
https://youtu.be/zoZdOUF_6Mc
https://youtu.be/nd8SmDpjxew
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Summary: 

This seven furlong ‘sprint’ revolves around the fast and classy three-year-old, Unique 

Bella. She’s unbeaten in five starts since a debut second, and has won by some wide 

margins. 

If that’s the good news, question marks remain. First, she’s never run a fast figure. 

Second, she was talked up as a Distaff filly and has ‘bottled’ that engagement. Third, 

she’s never won in G1 company. Fourth, she has a wide draw in stall eleven. Fifth, she 

may want to get involved in a tussle for the lead, along with four or five others. Sixth, she 

was off for five months before her last race. Seventh, she seemed to have an awkward 

head carriage in the straight in that last rac. And eighth, she’s a three-year-old: that age 

group are collectively 0 from 28 in this race so far, and they’ve had fancied runners 

before. 

She could blitz them, but as you can see there are plenty of reasons to look for something 

at a bigger price. 

The second favourite is Skye Diamonds, a four-year-old mare who has never won at the 

distance in a sixteen race career to date. In fact, she’s only tried it once, finishing second 

in a nothing race in a slow time. 

Since moving to trainer Bill Pawr, she’s improved and has yet to finish worse than second 

in nine runs for her new guv’nor. She’s super consistent albeit at the lesser Graded 

stakes level. She, too, has a wide draw and a prominent run style to accommodate. 

Last year’s winner, Finest City, came into the race off a couple of solid runs over further 

and some sharp times to boot. She’s been less quick this term but more concerning is the 

four-month layoff she bids to defy. She’ll be hard pushed to double up, I suspect. 

Finley’sluckycharm and Paulassilverlining are closely matched both on form and in 

the betting: both have a squeak in this. The former has won nine of twelve career races, 

and was second in two more. That sequence includes a win at the distance and a 100+ 

Beyer figure, something which is fairly rare in this field. 

Paula meanwhile was on a four race unbeaten streak – including two Grade 1’s – before 

coming unstuck by the very slow fractions in the Ballerina Stakes last time out. Although 

it’s possible she was reeling from some hard races there, I’m happy to take a chance and 

chuck it out because of the unsuitably steady cadence. She was third in this race last year 

and can go close again. 

One I wanted to take a chance on was Ami’s Mesa. She’s won all four starts this season, 

including when setting a track record and notching a 100+ Beyer in a G3. She followed 

that up with a win in the PID Masters, a pretty good trial for this race. And she’s 50/1.  

Why? Because all her wins have been on synthetic surfaces and she’s never raced on 

dirt. But it’s worth noting that no fewer than seven of the ten winners of this race to date 
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were switching from either turf of synthetic to dirt. Ami is the only one in this field who 

didn’t race on dirt last time. 

She’s drawn 14 as well, which has to be a negative despite her waited with run style. But 

she travels beautifully in her races on the all-weather surfaces so she must be worth at 

least a pennies play in what looks a very open race barring the favourite. 

Curlin’s Approval has one very big effort, three back in the G2 Princess Rooney over 

this trip. She was then well beaten in that slowly-run Ballerina before bouncing back to 

form in an ungraded stakes last time. Drawn three, she could go well on her third start off 

a layoff. 

Trends Contenders:  

Ami’s Mesa, Finley’sluckycharm, Curlin’s Approval 

Form Contenders:  

Unique Bella, Curlin’s Approval, plenty of others 

Filly and Mare Sprint Selection: 

If you want to be with the favourite, Unique Bella, fair play and good luck. She’s a very 

smart filly but there are plenty of reasons to try to get her beaten. 

With what is a more difficult conundrum: there are a number of ladies who could prevail 

including Skye Diamonds, Paulassilverlining, Finley’sluckycharm, Ami’s Mesa, and 

Curlin’s Approval. 

I’m not getting stuck in here but will roll the dice for small money on three. 

The first is 50/1 poke Ami’s Mesa: having backed her already at 33/1, I just have to try 

again at 50’s. The phrase good money after bad springs to mind, but who knows, it could 

be the score of the weekend! 

More realistic, according to the betting at least, is Paulassilverlining. She’s a class mare 

who was improving all season prior to the Ballerina flop last time out. Chuck that out and 

she’s second favourite. Instead, she’s 14/1. 

Finally, I’ll have a small piece of Curlin’s Approval. I like her quiet preparation and she 

might be ready to produce a career best. Trap three aids that prospect. 

Small bet on Ami’s Mesa at 50/1 general – advised 3rd November 

Small bet on Paulassilverlining at 14/1 Betfair Sports/Paddy – advised 3rd 

November 

Small bet on Curlin’s Approval 20/1 Betfair Sports/Paddy – advised 3rd November 
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9.00pm GMT: Breeders Cup Filly & Mare Turf (1m1f, Turf) 

Key Trends (18 renewals to date) 

✓ 8/8 US winners 1st/2nd LTO; 2/3 ex-Euro imports 1st LTO; 1/7 Euro 1st LTO! 

✓ Layoff: US/import 10/11 35 days or less; Euro, anything goes! 

✓ Age: 3-4 (all Euro, including 2016 winner); 4-8; 5-4; 6+1 

✓ US have won 5 of last 7 and 7 of last 10 

✓ 16 of 18 - 4-7 runs this season (other 2 had 3 starts, incl 2014 winner) 

✓ SA FM Turf winning PPs: 1,2,3,4,4,6,11. Draw *could* be material  

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Avenge, a Grade 1 winner last time, has a wide draw in twelve but looks the most likely 

speed. She may be joined by Zipessa, in four. Wuheida should also be prominent. 

But the key feature of this race, from a pace perspective, could be how many fillies and 

mares will be trying to make up ground through the tight final bend and up the short 

home straight. It feels as though the one that gets the least troubled passage may prevail. 

Caveat emptor! 

Key Trials: 

23 June 

2017 

Coronation Stakes Ascot Click Winter, Roly Poly, Hydrangea, 

22 July 

2017 

Diana Stakes Saratoga Click Lady Eli, Quidura 

12 August 

2017 

Beverly D. Stakes Arlington Park Click Dacita, Grand Jete, Kitten's Roar 

https://youtu.be/LnX7VWo5efA
https://youtu.be/c8aG76jjnzk
https://youtu.be/C1_scq25t5I?t=7s
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24 August 

2017 

Darley Yorkshire Oaks York Click Enable, Queen's Trust 

26 August 

2017 

Ballston Spa Stakes Saratoga Click Lady Eli 

02 

September 

2017 

T. Von Zastrow 

Stutenpreis 

Baden Baden Click Ashiana 

09 

September 

2017 

The Coolmore Fastnet 

Rock Matron Stakes 

Leopardstown Click Hydrangea, Winter, Wuheida, 

Roly Poly, Rhododendron 

30 

September 

2017 

Rodeo Drive Stakes Santa Anita Park Click Avenge 

01 October 

2017 

Longines Prix de 

L'Opera 

Chantilly Click Rhododendron, Hydrangea, 

Queen's Trust, Senga, Wuheida 

07 October 

2017 

Sun Chariot Stakes Newmarket Click Roly Poly, 

07 October 

2017 

First Lady Stakes Keeneland Click Zipessa 

08 October 

2017 

Flower Bowl 

Invitational Stakes 

Belmont Park Click War Flag, Dacita, Grand Jete 

 

Summary: 

This is a race which has had to fit into the constraints of 

Del Mar racecourse. Specifically, it wasn’t possible to run 

it over the usual ten or eleven furlongs because of the 

course constitution, instead it will be run over just a mile 

and a furlong.  

Despite that concession, the track layout looks likely to 

favour inside stalls: the runners will start on a chute inside the oval, then hang left after a 

furlong onto the main track; from there they will be into a two tight turn mile lap of the 

lawns. Ability to handle a dizzying spiral and quicken late look the attributes required for 

a bold showing on a quirky strip. 

https://youtu.be/i0wO5VMJMt8?t=3s
https://youtu.be/zx5xzDGAd40
https://youtu.be/NGJ7UsHdS1k?t=40s
https://youtu.be/n3z_8tz7v6c?t=48s
https://youtu.be/hZxzw_pKGN0
https://youtu.be/6mivtMDSca8?t=1m29s
https://youtu.be/VBkqmGnPzig
https://youtu.be/9s-eH7SeHHk
https://youtu.be/m7X0HiRQUWI
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The place to start is with Lady Eli. Chad Brown’s five-year-old mare won the Juvenile 

Fillies Turf in 2014 before missing most of 2015. She was then denied in the shadow of the 

post in this race last year by a fantastic never-say-die ride from Frankie Dettori aboard 

Queen’s Trust. 

She seems as good as ever this year, and the drop to nine furlongs is in her favour – she’s 

three from three at that distance. Never out of the first two in 13 lifetime runs, she has 

only an OK draw in nine and will need luck in running to get a ground-saving trip. She’s 

not flashy either, never winning by further than three lengths in ten career victories. Still, 

she is an undeniably worthy favourite and will probably win if she gets safe passage. 

European horses take up the next five market positions, principal amongst them being 

Rhododendron. Winner of the Fillies’ Mile last year, she was runner up in both the 1000 

Guineas and Oaks this term before finally bagging a G1 in the Prix de l’Opera last time 

out. That was on soft turf over a mile and a quarter and I just wonder if she has the speed 

for what looks like a tactical affair on quick ground. Moreover, stall 14 is the ultimate 

‘parking lot’ draw, widest of all. 

Queen’s Trust is next in the British betting. Last year’s winner needed every yard of the 

ten-furlong range to go by Lady Eli, though that was partly due to her outside stall on the 

chute at Santa Anita. It really was a majestic ride from Frankie that day (sadly – I backed 

Lady Eli. Sigh). 

Here, she has stall ten – another wide post – and she’s not been in the same sort of form 

in 2017. Her trainer, Sir Michael Stoute, commands utmost respect of course, and will 

have her cherry ripe for this gig, but she’s not raced over shorter than a mile and a 

quarter since her two-year-old days. 

Wuheida is interesting. Lightly raced, she has a similar ‘placed, close up, on multiple 

occasions in top class’ profile to Queen’s Trust last year. Nine furlongs ought to be fine 

for a filly who has alternated between a mile and ten furlongs, and though James Doyle, 

her regular pilot, cannot ride (suspended – tough break), she retains plenty in her 

favour. Stall five is perfect. 

One I really like is Senga. She was good enough win the Prix de Diane – French Oaks – in 

early summer and has been lightly campaigned, doubtless with this in mind, since. Her 

trainer, Pascal Bary, has a phenomenal record at Breeders’ Cup as you can see below: 

his seven runners have included three winners and a third.  

Bary, Pascal F. (7 starters) 

Celtic Arms (FR) (Turf, 10th, 1994) 

Creaking Board (GB) (Juvenile Fillies, 6th, 1992) 

Domedriver (IRE) (Mile, 1st, 2002) 

Dream Well (FR) (Turf, 5th, 1999) 

Miss Alleged (Turf, 1st, 1991) 

Six Perfections (FR) (Mile, 1st, 2003) 

Six Perfections (FR) (Mile, 3rd, 2004) 

This will be Bary’s first runner at the Breeders’ Cup since 2004 and his selective 

approach has paid off in the past. With Lasix on first time and her beloved fast ground, 
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she will be skulking along the rail from stall two. She’ll need luck to win from there, a 

point which is more than factored into a top quote of 14/1.  

Nezwaah clunked on her most recent start, in the EP Taylor, but she’s better than that. 

Her best form has been on top of the ground, so the rain-softened turf at Woodbine went 

against her. Previously, she won the G1 Pretty Polly Stakes at the Curragh, form that puts 

her in the picture for a race of this nature. Unfortunately, she’s had no luck with the draw 

and will start from box eleven. 

Chad Brown, who trains Lady Eli, has two other runners in the field: the veteran Dacita 

and unexposed Grand Jete. Dacita is a winner of ten of her twenty starts, and has been in 

the first two on 15 occasions. That’s super consistent form and attests to her willing 

attitude. She was down the field in this race two years ago, and missed last year’s race 

through injury. Her speed figures don’t give her much to find. 

Grand Jete is another of mild interest. She wasn’t suited by the run of the race last time, 

doing too much too early, and will likely be ridden late for luck here. Formerly trained 

by David Smaga in France, she has form of 11123 since joining Team Chad. The two 

defeats were narrow and over further. I can see her out-running odds of 20/1 if the gaps 

appear. 

Although she ought not to be good enough, the one with local knowledge is Thomas 

Proctor’s Cambodia. She won a Grade 2 over course and distance last time, beating 

Goodyearforroses (not clear run, stayed on well) and is two from two – her most recent 

two races – at Del Mar. Those two runs have coincided with the best two figures she’s 

recorded in a 13 race career, and the five-year-old has a versatile run style and a kind 

draw in five. 

And stall one, War Flag, deserves a mention, too. The former Jean-Claude Rouget 

inmate, now with Claude McGaughey, has form of 112 at nine furlongs and comes here 

off the back of a Grade 1 score, beating Dacita and Grand Jete, in the Flower Bowl. 

Trends Contenders:  

Rhododendron, War Flag 

Form Contenders:  

Lady Eli, Rhododendron, many many others 

Filly and Mare Turf Selection: 

This is not a race for the wagering faint-hearted. There is little between maybe eight of 

the field and the filly or mare with the best luck on the day is the most likely winner.  

On form, I’d want to be with Lady Eli. She is training very well here in Del Mar since 

shipping across from New York and she’s undoubtedly the most talented of the 

Americans. But will she get a clear run from stall nine? If she does, I think she’ll win. 

If it gets messy, there are so many options. I have to have a small piece of Senga, who 

may be a bigger price on the tote board than her current UK quote of 14/1. Her trainer 
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looks to have had this in mind for some while and, as long as she doesn’t get shuffled 

back from trap two, she has a withering turn of pace. 

There are credible cases to be made for lots of horses in here. It is not one to get stuck 

into in my opinion, so the following are token suggestions: I will be backing Senga, 

saving on Lady Eli, but I won’t get rich or poor whatever happens. 

Full disclosure: I backed Grand Jete for small each way money a couple of weeks ago at 

20/1. William Hill still offers that price. 

Small bet on Lady Eli to win at 11/4 general – advised 2nd November 

Small bet on Senga each way at 14/1 bet365 – advised 2nd November (may top up on 

the local tote on the day if bigger than 18/1) 
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9.37pm GMT: Breeders Cup Sprint (6f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (33 renewals to date) 

✓ Since 2007, the BC Sprint winners came into the race with a combined 63/116 lifetime 

win record (54%) 

✓ Last 23 winners had at least 50% 1-2 strike rate at 6f 

✓ 30/33 won a G1-3 that season 

✓ 1+ 6f wins AND ran sharp 7f last 12 months a solid recent angle 

✓ 18 of the last 24 had 2+ 6f wins that season 

✓ 12 of the last 19 winners were 50%+ lifetime winners 

✓ 26/33 had 5+ seasonal races (5/7 exceptions were trained by Bob Baffert), but 9 of 

last 12 had 5 or fewer seasonal starts 

✓ 18 of last 23 winners showed a bullet workout 

✓ Look to prominent racers at Santa Anita 

✓ Highest average exacta payoff of ALL BC races  

✓ Highest average win payoff of ALL BC races 

✓ Bob Baffert is the King of the Layoff/lightly raced runners (see ‘Baff’ below) 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Drefong will attempt to defend his crown from the front and may have an easy enough 

time of it in the early skirmishes at least. If he is to face a leadership challenge it will most 

likely come from either Imperial Hint or Takaful, both drawn quite wide, the latter 

slightly more likely. 

Roy H is expected to stalk and should be handily placed to pounce if they go too fast 

ahead of him, assuming he’s good enough. 

 

Key Trials: 

18 February 

2017 

General George Stakes Laurel 

Park 

Sprint Click Imperial Hint, Stallwalkin' 

Dude 

https://youtu.be/qqaHsBns9xM
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01 July 

2017 

Smile Sprint Handicap Gulfstream 

Park 

Sprint Click Imperial Hint 

08 July 

2017 

Belmont Sprint 

Championship 

Belmont 

Park 

Sprint Click Mind Your Biscuits, Awesome 

Slew 

09 June 

2017 

True North Stakes Belmont 

Park 

Sprint Click Roy H, Stallwalkin' Dude, 

Whitmore 

29 July 

2017 

Alfred G Vanderbilt 

Stakes 

Saratoga Sprint Click El Deal, Awesome Banner, 

Limousine Liberal 

29 July 

2017 

Bing Crosby Stakes Del Mar Sprint Click Ransom the Moon, Roy H 

30 

September 

2017 

Vosburgh Invitational 

Stakes 

Belmont 

Park 

Sprint Click Takaful, El Deal, Stallwalkin' 

Dude 

07 October 

2017 

Santa Anita Sprint 

Championship 

Santa 

Anita Park 

Sprint Click Roy H, Giant Expectations, 

Ransom The Moon 

06 October 

2017 

Stoll Keenon Ogden 

Phoenix Stakes 

Keeneland Sprint Click Whitmore, Awesome Banner, 

Limousine Liberal 

   

Summary: 

Six furlongs on the dirt and a fair run to the first turn in this smallish field means all should 

get some sort of run. 

Drefong is the defending champion, is most likely to lead, and is the short-priced 

favourite. Done and dusted, then? Not quite. 

Since his impressive victory twelve months ago, things haven’t been all that smooth for 

Bob Baffert’s speedster. He didn’t run again in 2016 and made a belated comeback this 

term in late July. That day, in the G1 Bing Crosby over this course and distance, he 

unshipped his rider in the cutaway as the starting chute meets the main track. 

A month later and he lined up in the G1 Forego at Saratoga, a seven-furlong race, and 

made all in comprehensive fashion. He’s not been seen in a race since that August 26th 

date, an absence of 70 days. 

https://youtu.be/gZTviMiV4-Y?t=2s
https://youtu.be/tQvc8aHdFuw?t=3s%20target=
https://youtu.be/wWww2xrYrH8
https://youtu.be/raTcWonSAa0
https://youtu.be/Sc2lEkOpGGs?t=1m48s
https://youtu.be/3j06nNZHtA0
https://youtu.be/bYaMkMVE0sE
https://youtu.be/5hxTt-q9-hU
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Of course, Baffert will have trained him to the moment; and of course he’s been firing 

bullet workouts – he should, he’s the fastest sprinter at his home track, Santa Anita. But 

could that lack of match practice find him out? 

In opposition is a deeper, more competitive field than last year. Second favourite in the 

British lists is the rapid Roy H. He’s won four of his five this season, and would probably 

have been unbeaten but for the errant and riderless Drefong veering across his path 

turning in during the aforementioned Bing Crosby. Whether he’d have beaten Drefong 

with the rider on is another question. 

He is consistently fast, has the biggest speed figure in the field, but just get parked out 

wide a little from stall eight if trying to get close to the early speed. That said, there are 

some relatively slow starters on his inside so he may get over in about fourth or fifth. 

What’s interesting about this chap, apart from his ability, is that he’s only had six dirt 

races. He actually started his career on the grass and has ten runs in that sphere to his 

name. Now a five-year-old, he didn’t race at Graded level until three runs ago and I just 

wonder if he’ll quite have the class for this. He deserves his chance, for sure, and there is 

a fair chance I’m under-estimating him. 

One I am certainly not going to under-estimate is Imperial Hint. This four-year-old 

heralds from unfashionable Pennsylvania, but he’s been on his travels this season: in 

racking up a four-race unbeaten streak he’s competed at Laurel Park in Maryland 

(twice), Gulfstream Park in Florida and Parx Racing in Pennsylvania. 

If that sounds like a string of second tier racecourses, it is. But the races were all stakes 

class, two of them Group 3, and the fields included some reliable yardsticks such as 

Stallwalkin’ Dude and Awesome Banner. 

But it’s not just the fact that Imperial Hint is on a five race unbeaten run – he won his last 

contest last year – it is the manner in which he’s been winning. This guy is a super-strong 

traveller who has waltzed through his races. He hasn’t just won them, he’s blitzed his 

opposition by 6 lengths, 3 ¼ lengths, 2 ¼ lengths, 4 ¾ lengths and, most recently, 6 ¾ 

lengths hard held. 

This is a big step up in class, a stride entirely deserved. Stall ten, widest of all, isn’t great; 

but he’s got such terrific tactical speed that he’ll likely be no more than three wide into 

the turn. From there, we’ll see if he’s good enough. He very well might be. 

Mind Your Biscuits has been running over seven furlongs this season, his win in the 

Dubai Golden Shaheen (on a muddy track) notwithstanding. The harder they go early, 

the more his stamina will come into play. But he ran a stinker in the Forego last time out 

and, at best, he has questions to answer just now. 

Another who can be considered a contender in this field is Takaful. He is very fast over 

six furlongs, a distance at which he’s been a revelation having previously been 

campaigned at around a mile. Indeed, having faded into second over seven in the G1 

Allan Jerkens, he is unbeaten in three at shorter than that trip. That trio includes winning 

margins of eight lengths, five and a quarter lengths, and a length in the G1 Vosburgh.  
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There has to be a fair chance he tries to take Drefong on for the lead in the first quarter 

mile, an eventuality which could compromise both runners and potentially set up for a 

later runner.  

Mind Your Biscuits is one such late runner, and Whitmore is another. He just got the nod 

in a driving finish in the Grade 2 Phoenix Stakes at Keeneland last time, taking his six 

furlong record to seven wins and two third places from nine runs. The problem is that 

none of those wins were especially fast and none were in G1 company.  

Still, when the pace collapses the time is generally not quick, and he’s won each of the 

four times the first quarter was run in sub-22 seconds. If Drefong and Takaful have at it, 

we could see a first quarter of that kind of suicidal cadence. Anything slower and I don’t 

think he has much chance. 

One more worthy of mention is the lightly-raced three-year-old, American Pastime. 

With just six starts on his CV, all this season, he comes here off a career-best figure when 

running second in the Gallant Bob (G3). But he came to win the race there and was 

repelled by the all-the-way winner, Coal Front. A line through that one gives him plenty 

to find with Imperial Hint. 

Trends Contenders:  

Whitmore, Roy H, Imperial Hint 

Form Contenders:  

Drefong, Imperial Hint, Roy H 

Sprint Selection:  

A superb race in prospect, and one where there is no margin for error. A missed beat at 

the gate, or a four wide trip, or a blocked run, and the game will be up.  

There could be a speed duel between Drefong and Takaful, an eventuality which would 

suit neither. Still, Drefong just has to be respected: he’s the defending champion and he’s 

unbeaten in six completed starts since a debut defeat, the last three of those in G1 fields. 

6/4 is very short, however, which makes for potential value elsewhere. I think both Roy H 

and Imperial Hint are worthy of support at the prices. 

Roy H has the fastest figures in the field and comes here on a technical win streak of five. 

He wants to be close to, but not on, the lead, something he should be able to manufacture 

from trap eight with slowish starters to his immediate inside.  

Imperial Hint falls into the ‘could be anything’ category. This is the acid test for him, 

having embarrassed some decent opposition away from the bright lights. His cruising 

speed has been his biggest asset, including in races with sub-22 first quarters. I’m 

excited to see what he can do in the big league. 

Back Imperial Hint each way at 10/1 Skybet – advised 3rd November 

Save on Roy H at 5/1 bet365 (1/4 1-2-3) – advised 3rd November  
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10.19pm GMT: Breeders Cup Mile (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (33 renewals to date) 

✓ The last 15 winners had 4-6 seasonal starts 

✓ 14/15 winners since 2002 had 2+ mile turf wins  (exception, Karakontie 2014) 

✓ Repeat winners common (Miesque, Lure, Da Hoss, Goldikova, Wise Dan) 

✓ 14 of the last 21 were US winners; other 7 all French-trained (UK/Ire 0 for 57 since 

1995) 

✓ 6/9 3yo winners were Euros; 10/11 5+yo winners were US (exc Goldi #3) 

✓ Euro G1 win important, US any Graded win  

✓ 21 of the last 23 ran 123 last time, or finished within 4L of the winner 

✓ Career record at 1m of BC Mile winners since 2002: Runs 128, 1st 73 (57%), 2nd 29 

(23%) 

✓ Thus, the last 14 BC Mile winners had a collective 80% 1-2 record at the distance 

✓ No front runner has been 1st or 2nd since 2000 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Midnight Storm has re-routed to here, and he’s drawn trap one. Almost always on the 

lead, he’s ideally situated to tow the field along. But he has pace pressure immediately to 

his outside from Heart To Heart. 

As if that wasn’t enough, Roly Poly – who herself runs from the front more often than not 

– and Home Of The Brave also find themselves in this field, having expressed 

preference elsewhere and been an ‘also eligible’ respectively prior to the post position 

draw. 

Throw in the pace-pressing Karar, whose ability to do that may be compromised by the 

widest draw of all, and you have a race over-loaded with early speed. 

This looks set up for a deep closer, with the field hopefully being strung out sufficiently to 

remove most of the trouble in running problems the turf races may suffer. Zelzal and 

Suedois have the requisite late run style for the job. 
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Key Trials: 

06 May 

2017 

Turf Classic Churchill 

Downs 

Mile Click Divisidero, Beach Patrol, Oscar 

Nominated, Bal A Bali, Ballagh 

Rocks 

03 June 

2017 

Shoemaker Mile Santa Anita 

Park 

Mile Click Bal A Bali, Heart To Heart 

10 June 

2017 

Manhattan Stakes Belmot 

Park 

Mile Click World Approval, Beach Patrol, 

Divisidero, Sadler's Joy 

22 July 

2017 

Eddie Read Stakes Del Mar Mile Click Hunt, Mr. Roary, 

02 August 

2017 

Qatar Sussex Stakes Goodwood Mile Click Here Comes When 

12 August 

2017 

Fourstardave Handicap 

Stakes 

Saratoga Mile Click World Approval, Ballagh Rocks 

13 August 

2017 

Prix du Haras de 

Fresnay-Le-Buffard 

Jacques le Marois 

Deauville Mile Click Al Wukair 

20 August 

2017 

Del Mar Mile Del Mar Mile Click Blackjackcat, Om 

04 

September 

2017 

Bernard Baruch 

Handicap Stakes 

Saratoga Mile Click Heart To Heart 

16 

September 

2017 

Ricoh Woodbine Mile Woodbine Mile Click World Approval, Lancaster 

Bomber, Long On Value 

07 

October 

2017 

Shadwell Turf Mile Keeneland Mile Click Suedois, Ballagh Rocks, Heart 

To Heart, Divisidero 

07 

October 

2017 

Obviously Mile Santa Anita 

Park 

Mile Click Blackjackcat 

https://youtu.be/8Zj26b5Fep4
https://youtu.be/T4EX7Zp5n3U
https://youtu.be/D94iMqPCpYU
https://youtu.be/kc7fJwKNh0I?t=55s
https://youtu.be/UobADhYqbfg?t=4s
https://youtu.be/0unxMOHPgi0
https://youtu.be/SCSfEYyxWQI
https://youtu.be/D94iMqPCpYU
https://youtu.be/C690KSADzOc
https://youtu.be/30ftX1d-jVQ
https://youtu.be/Ep8d60b7SJE
https://youtu.be/XiLYE0LeXOI
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Summary: 

A really good renewal of the Mile, with Ribchester, the best miler in Britain and Ireland 

taking on World Approval, the best miler in America. The field is deeper than that on 

both teams, however, and the pace setup is very interesting. 

I expect this to be fast and furious, with at least seven possible pace pressers in the line 

up. The horses in stalls one and two are most likely to push on, and we may have a strung 

out field at by the end of the first turn. That should mean less trouble in running, and it 

ought also to reward patience as the picture may change dramatically in the short home 

straight. 

The favourite, even with the UK bookies, is US star, World Approval. He’s unbeaten in 

two at the trip – his last two starts – the most recent of which was a two-and-a-half length 

verdict over Lancaster Bomber. The winner, drawn one, bounced out and had a perfect 

ground-saving trip, whereas Lancaster Bomber was four wide throughout and boxed in at 

the top of the straight. He made mild inroads into World Approval’s lead late on, and his 

best two runs have come in North America with Lasix applied.  

World Approval’s form this year has been solid and consistent: four wins from five starts, 

and a winner of all his races between a mile and nine furlongs. He’s recorded back-to-

back 108 career best speed figures and comes into this race in great shape. Stall five is 

perfect for a stalking trip behind the ‘hares’ in one and two. 

Ribchester has a less appealing berth, in ten, but it is by no means insurmountable. 

More relevant to his chance is whether he’s over the exertions of a fortnight ago (and a 

twelve hour flight) sufficiently to run his race. If he is, he has a great chance. He showed 

conclusively in the Queen Anne that he doesn’t need soft ground, and the turf here is 

expected to be no worse than good to firm. William Buick knows him very well by now. 

Roly Poly is drawn twelve, not great for a front-runner. She was well beaten in the 

Juvenile Fillies Turf last season, but has amassed three Group 1 scores this term, most 

recently in the Sun Chariot at Newmarket. 

There she beat Persuasive and Nathra, the former having gone on to win the QE II Stakes, 

beating Ribchester. That’s solid form, then, and she gets a weight allowance for being 

both three and a filly. 8-08 will be a challenge for Ryan Moore to do! 

In stall six is Zelzal, for Jean-Claude Rouget and France. The four-year-old Sea The Stars 

colt is a hold up type, who will let the speedsters go by and try to pick them up in the 

home stretch. His fast ground form is good, notably when winning the G1 Prix Jean Prat 

last summer. He’s been very lightly raced since, including when coming a with menacing 

run in the Foret before flattening out (expected to have needed that), and he ought to 

benefit from the first time application of Lasix.  

Zelzal’s jockey, Gregory Benoist, has his critics but this should set up perfectly for a fast 

and late bid – whether the horse is good enough is another question. 

Another paid up member of the fast and late club is David O’Meara’s Suedois. That was 

how the six-year-old prevailed in the Shadwell Turf Mile, a WAYI race for the Breeders’ 
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Cup Mile, and that is how Danny Tudhope will approach this challenge. With the race 

likely to be run to suit, he’ll be moving up in the final yards, though his stamina may be 

stretched more than it was last time. 

Karar has drawn a shocking post in 14, widest of all, but this is the spot from which 

Karakontie won for France three years ago. The difference is that the 2014 winner was a 

hold up type allowed time to get into the race. Karar likes to race prominently, 

something which will be difficult to accomplish – even for the brilliant Dettori, who rides 

– in  race so chock full of early zip. 

Aside from the draw, Karar’s form on fast ground stacks up. He was second to Limato – 

Suedois behind – in the Foret last autumn, and was a neck second in a prep run earlier 

this term on his only start on a firm surface. If it wasn’t for the draw/run style hiccups, 

he’d be a dark horse. But, while he could well show more this time, even Frankie will 

have his work cut out to pass them all. 

And what of those trailblazers on the inside? Heart To Heart hung tough for second in 

the previously mentioned Shadwell Turf Mile, and has been remarkably consistent in a 

31 race career. The six-year-old has won 13 races, and been in the money in five of six 

2017 runs. This is expected to be a little too hot for him to handle, however. 

Midnight Storm is another six-year-old. He seems like he’s been around forever, and he 

actually took third in this race last year, leading into the straight before fading. He’s been 

in the frame in six of eight turf mile starts, winning four, and he has some solid back 

class. 33/1 in Britain is too big – he’ll likely be around 12/1 in the local betting – though 

it’s hard to see him going two better than a year ago, even though he’s lightly raced on 

turf since. 

Trends Contenders:  

Midnight Storm, Heart To Heart, World Approval, Ribchester 

Form Contenders:  

World Approval, Ribchester, Suedois 

Mile Selection:  

A really tricky race with loads of credible winners. World Approval is versatile enough 

to sit off the expected fierce first fractions, and he’s got a bit of Wise Dan about him. He 

ought to go close though he’s an unsexy price. 

Ribchester would be far from a surprise winner, and he’s the most likely of Euros. But this 

is a race Britain hasn’t won since Barathea in 1994. Ireland’s record is only slightly better, 

Ridgewood Pearl prevailing the following year. That’s 22 years since a British or Irish 

winner. France meanwhile has scored seven times in that intervening period, with the US 

claiming the rest. 

I’m inclined to look for a horse at a price in a race which could go many ways, and the 

one I think I want to be with – small money only – is Zelzal. He’s been close up in his last 

two runs in G1 company, and shapes like an improver off that prep effort in the Foret. 
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Faster ground and first time Lasix could make a man of him. 10/1 isn’t a fantastic price, 

mind you, and he could be a drifter on the local tote board. 

I also think Lancaster Bomber could make the frame with a kinder passage. He had 

plenty go against him two back behind World Approval, and you can ignore the Ascot 

prep run on soft. Again 12/1 top price may be improved upon on the ‘nanny goat’ here. 

Suggestion is to look at the US tote board and take a couple of fliers at prices. My 

two in that context are Zelzal (hopefully 15/1 or bigger) and Lancaster Bomber (the 

same). 

World Approval will probably be shorter than his 3/1 quote with bet365, so back 

him now if you want to cheer the jolly. He should go very close. 

Above advised 2nd November 
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10.58pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile (1m ½f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (33 renewals so far) 

✓ All non-stakes winners to win BC Juvenile were 20/1+ 

✓ 31/33 ran 123 or within 4L of the winner last time out  

✓ Look for solid workouts, especially off a longer (35+ day) layoff 

✓ 16 of the last 24 winners posted a new Beyer top LTO (2016 winner new top by 1!) 

✓ 15 of last 21 winners improved their Beyer racing at 7f+ for the first time 

✓ Uncoupled entries won in 2010, 2013 and 2015 

✓ 5/7 Santa Anita Juvenile DIRT winners were based in SoCal  

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Similarly to the Juvenile Fillies, these lightly raced colts may not yet have developed 

clear pace preferences so what follows is no more than moderately informed conjecture 

(actually, that’s a fair summary of this entire document!). 

U S Navy Flag, redirected here from the Juvenile Turf, might be expected to lead. He’s 

not lightly raced and front rank has been his modus operandi for some while now. 

Likewise, Hazit will probably be close up having favoured this engagement over the turf 

alternative. The rock solid jolly, Bolt d’Oro, has race position challenges from stall 

eleven, but should have the tactical toe and the class to overcome his post. Plenty will be 

conserving their energies for a late run, but will the Bolt have shot by then? 

Key Trials: 

04 

September 

2017 

Hopeful Stakes Saratoga Juvenile Click Sporting Chance, Free Drop 

Billy, Firenze Fire 

04 

September 

2017 

Del Mar Futurity 

Stakes 

Del Mar Juvenile Click Bolt d'Oro, Run Away 

https://youtu.be/NLLzW7_JseM
https://youtu.be/14ud_gPCi8I?t=1m13s
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16 

September 

2017 

Iroquois Stakes Churchill 

Downs 

Juvenile Click The Tabulator, Hollywood Star 

22 

September 

2017 

Bertram F Bongard 

Stakes 

Belmont 

Park 

Juvenile Click Battle Station 

30 

September 

2017 

FrontRunner Stakes Santa 

Anita Park 

Juvenile Click Bolt d'Oro, Solomini, 

Encumbered 

07 October 

2017 

Claiborne Breeders' 

Futurity 

Keeneland Juvenile Click Free Drop Billy, Lone Sailor 

08 October 

2017 

Foxwoods 

Champagne Stakes 

Belmont 

Park 

Juvenile Click Firenze Fire, Good Magic 

    

Summary: 

This may be as close to a one horse race as we get all weekend. Owner/trainer Mick Ruis 

has unearthed a potential superstar colt in Bolt d’Oro, a son of Medaglio d’Oro who is 

now three from three. 

He’d already looked pretty special in winning a maiden and then the Group 1 Del Mar 

Futurity over seven furlongs here, but really announced himself with a monstrous seven 

length verdict in the FrontRunner Stakes at Santa Anita Park over the Juvenile distance. 

There he recorded a controversial Beyer figure of 100. It was controversial because, 

based on a time line through Paradise Woods – herself a wide margin winner on the 

same card – he should have got 112. It seems the figure-makers didn’t want to expose 

themselves to the big number; regardless of that, his raw ability and speed is highlighted 

by what Timeform might call a large P. 

He’s drawn wide in eleven, which is not ideal. But nor is it expected to be enough to beat 

him. In fact, looking for dangers among his rivals is tantamount to a forlorn hope. The 

main danger is likely to be himself: how he handles preliminaries and whether he might 

‘bounce’ off that huge effort last time. His workouts have been steady, but they were 

equally unspectacular prior to the last day demolition job. In truth, I’m searching for 

imaginary dangers to a very precocious colt.  

Bolt d’Oro is certain to go off odds on – probably around 3-5 – so the 11/8 still available 

looks great value if you’re into short prices. 

There are other trial winners who have left lesser impressions, notably Firenze Fire in the 

Champagne and Free Drop Billy in the Breeders’ Futurity.  

https://youtu.be/VEQxydxwAOE
https://youtu.be/jARfKuOCyEk
https://youtu.be/jOPDMvHxp2c
https://youtu.be/8zCqUuOONOY
https://youtu.be/KTBg3gH3f-0
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Firenze Fire is unbeaten in three starts on fast dirt, the surface he’ll encounter Saturday, 

and he managed to win from stall twelve in that last day Grade 1 over a mile at Belmont. 

While he wasn’t really going on at the finish, he can be marked up for the wide trip he 

endured. Better berthed this time, in three, he should be able to track the leaders and be 

‘close enough if good enough’. 

 Free Drop Billy was behind Firenze Fire in the G3 Sanford Stakes and again ran second 

in the G1 Hopeful Stakes. Stepped up to a mile last time he won going away, although the 

depth of that Keeneland contest is questionable. He probably doesn’t bring the same 

credentials as Firenze, and certainly not Bolt, to the party. He has been working well, 

however, firing ‘bullet’ (best of the day at the distance) times liberally. They’ve been 

speed drills over five furlongs and I’d have liked to have seen at least a strong six furlong 

workout in the run up to a race over a mile and half a furlong. 

For those wanting to bet each way, Solomini has plenty going for him. Hailing from the 

Bob Baffert barn is a good start, and this inexperienced chap ran a great race when 

runner up to Bolt d’Oro in G1 company on just his second outing. He was stable second 

string there and surprised connections a touch. Training well – bullets at six furlongs – he 

is entitled to step forward again so, while it is too much to suggest he can bridge the 

seven lengths he was behind the Bolt last time, that collateral form may be better than the 

other recognised trials. 

One more colt we need to mention is Aidan O’Brien’s U S Navy Flag. Originally intended 

for the Juvenile Turf, he’s been switched to this dirt race in an attempt to enhance his 

stallion credentials across the pond. Daddy is War Front, a strong influence for dirt, so 

this dual Group 1 winner on his most recent two (of ten!) seasonal outings has a decent 

chance of acting on the surface. 

Stall one is perfect for a horse who likes to make the running, but he’ll need to be alert at 

the gate to avoid finding himself in a pocket. First time Lasix will not hinder his chance – 

though it may not necessarily help it – but it remains hard to envisage him taking down a 

particularly strong favourite. 

Trends Contenders:  

Bolt d’Oro 

Form Contenders:  

Bolt d’Oro, Solomini, Firenze Fire 

Juvenile Selection:  

Bolt d’Oro should win this despite a wide draw. He’s streets ahead of his rivals on the 

clock and his trainer believes there’s plenty more to come. Having seen him in the flesh 

this morning (2nd November), I can relate that he is an absolute tank of a two-year-old. 

Unless he’s feeling the effects of that massive FrontRunner success, he’ll win. 

For each way and/or exacta purposes, Solomini might be a little under-rated. Yes, he 

was whacked by Bolt last time; but that was just his second start and he had a less than 

perfect trip. He’s training well and has something of a ‘now’ progressive profile about 
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him. He’s 6/1 on the morning line here, and 16/1 with William Hill. If anything were to go 

wrong with Bolt, who’s to say Solomini won’t frank the form from a nice inside post? 

Bolt d’Oro to win at 11/8 (Skybet) – advised 2nd November 

Small each way on Solomini at 16/1 (William Hill) - advised 2nd November   
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11.37pm GMT: Breeders Cup Turf (1m4f, Turf) 

Key Trends (33 renewals to date) 

✓ 22/23 winners to have raced at the distance had been at least 2nd (Found '15 the 

exception) 

✓ Layoff: US 35 days or less; Euro any 

✓ 33/33 aged 3-5yo; 6yo+ 0/49 (inc 2016 fav, Flintshire) 

✓ Euro 3yo's 7; US 3yo's 2 (last one in 1989) 

✓ 26/33 won G1 that season (6/7 exceptions were Euro, & averaged 12.75/1) 

✓ 11/19 Euro winners last ran in the Arc (not often the 'obvious' one) 

✓ Arc winners are 0/5 in same season (including Golden Horn, odds on in 2015) 

✓ 8 US winners ran in Joe Hirsch, six of them winning 

✓ 22/24 since '94 had 3-8 starts - 3-4; 4 or 5-6; 6 to 8-12 (5 of last 7 had 6-8 seasonal 

runs) 

✓ Every winner to have had at least 2x12f runs either won or was 100% ITM at the 

distance 

 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Highland Reel looks very likely to attempt to replicate last year’s gate to wire victory 

method from stall three, and perhaps only Beach Patrol (12) and/or Talismanic (1) will 

make any attempt to dispute his expected early supremacy. Both were waited with last 

time, but both have a record further back of mixing it on the sharp end. 

Otherwise, this could be another story of congestion and another story of misfortune for 

at least a few attempting to get a position rounding the home turn. Perhaps uncontested 

on the front is the place to be…? 
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Key Trials: 

25 May 

2017 

Gran Premio 25 de 

Mayo 

San Isidro Turf Click Ordak Dan 

02 June 

2017 

Coronation Cup Epsom Turf Click Highland Reel 

21 June 

2017 

Prince of Wales's 

Stakes 

Ascot Turf Click Highland Reel, Ulysses, 

Queen's Trust, Decorated 

Knight 

01 July 

2017 

United Nations Stakes Monmouth 

Park 

Turf Click Bigger Picture, Beach Patrol, 

Oscar Nominated 

29 July 

2017 

QIPCO King George VI 

& Queen Elizabeth 

Stakes 

Ascot Turf Click Enable 

29 July 

2017 

Bowling Green Stakes Saratoga Turf Click Bigger Picture, Sadler's Joy 

12 August 

2017 

Arlington Million Arlington 

Park 

Turf Click Beach Patrol, Fanciful Angel, 

Oscar Nominated, Divisidero 

12 August 

2017 

Secretariat Stakes Arlington 

Park 

Turf Click Oscar Performance 

19 August 

2017 

Del Mar Handicap Del Mar Turf Click Hunt, Itsinthepost 

23 August 

2017 

Juddmonte 

International Stakes 

York Turf Click Ulysses, Decorated Knight 

26 August 

2017 

Sword Dancer 

Invitational Stakes 

Saratoga Turf Click Sadler's Joy, Money 

Multiplier, Frank 

Conversation 

09 

September 

2017 

QIPCO Irish Champion 

Stakes 

Leopardstown Turf Click Decorated Knight, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oi_pCU33wmQ
https://youtu.be/DL0O_IEJK4Y?t=2m58s
https://youtu.be/q_7aMt2AFxk
https://youtu.be/sp_49bwHwhw?t=8s
https://youtu.be/HEn-CCJJHaA?t=38s
https://youtu.be/hi8SJmA9WQs
https://youtu.be/idStftYM3T4?t=6s
https://youtu.be/ANHLnd9WzXs
https://youtu.be/0GEZaZj3XNU?t=1m16s
https://youtu.be/5Uot4yTDjPY?t=19s
https://youtu.be/gKSzYOSRj0o?t=5s
https://youtu.be/RhG3fNFh9x4?t=7s
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30 

September 

2017 

Joe Hirsch Turf Classic 

Invitational 

Belmont Park Turf Click Beach Patrol, Fanciful Angel, 

Oscar Performance, Sadler's 

Joy 

01 

October 

2017 

Qatar Prix de l'Arc de 

Triomphe 

Chantilly Turf Click Cloth Of Stars, Ulysses, 

01 

October 

2017 

John Henry Turf 

Championship 

Santa Anita 

Park 

Turf Click Itsinthepost, Frank 

Conversation 

15 

October 

2017 

Pattinson Canadian 

International 

Woodbine Turf Click Oscar Nominated 

   

Summary: 

I hate this race. I love this race. I love to hate this race. Every year, I get it wrong in the 

most unfortunate and expensive fashion imaginable. Perhaps this year will be different… 

A look at the recent winners – Magician, Main Sequence, Found, Highland Reel – is like 

self-flagellation, each name conjuring images of dark punting places. Never again. Not 

until Saturday night anyway… 

The place to start is with last year’s winner, Highland Reel. He’s fancied to go in again at 

a top price of 9/4. Disclosure: I have backed him at 4/1.  

His record on fast ground requires no introduction. It is exceptional, and includes G1 

scores in Hong Kong and America as well as Britain, though surprisingly not Ireland. No 

fast ground, I guess. 

He comes here off the back of two Group 1 victories during the summer, and a pipe 

opener the other day at Ascot on unsuitably soft turf. That will have put him spot on and 

he looked good when cantering around the Del Mar track this morning. 

A front runner drawn three, he’ll get little or no competition for the lead and will, like last 

year, bid to make all. He has an excellent chance of doing that, the burden of my wager 

aside. 

His most obvious rival is last year’s fourth, Ulysses. Third in the Arc when last seen – 

eleven of the 19 European winners ran in the Arc last time – he was also a dual Group 1 

winner this season, in the Juddmonte International and the Coral-Eclipse. 

Whilst those victories attest to his improvement as a four-year-old, they were both at ten 

furlongs. He may just about get away with it here where there’s not expected to be a 

hectic early gallop. 

https://youtu.be/W4s6K5rpK-M
https://youtu.be/k2JALb9-XSY
https://youtu.be/ttsbl3HSD0Y
https://youtu.be/hxhfj9ix4rA
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Sir Michael Stoute, Ulysses’ trainer, has won this race four times – Aidan O’Brien trumps 

that with six victories – so his entry deserves utmost respect. (I haven’t backed him). 

Another that I have backed is the leading American contender, Beach Patrol. He was 

somewhat overlooked by the British bookmakers, even after sauntering to a five-length 

victory in the Joe Hirsch, a race from which eight US winners have emerged, six of them 

winning both events. He was 25/1 then, which was ridiculous, and he is now around 8/1, 

which is still a lot more than the tote will offer. Here, he’s going to be around 9/2 or 5/1. 

His form is deeper than just the Joe Hirsch, for which, incidentally, the British 

handicapper awarded a rating of 121 (within a pound or two of both Ulysses and 

Highland Reel), having won the G1 Arlington Million on his previous start. Chad Brown, 

his trainer, is a master with turfers and he is the most likely home team spoiler by some 

margin.  

Europe’s challenge in this is multi-faceted. As well as the two mentioned already, we 

have Decorated Knight, Seventh Heaven, Cliffs Of Moher and Talismanic. If history is 

anything to go by, when the ‘wrong’ Euro often wins the Turf, this quartet is worthy of 

closer inspection. 

Decorated Knight is a horse I quite like, but I’ve never seen him as a genuine G1 type, 

even though he has three such wins to his name this season(!). They were a soft Jebel 

Hatta in Dubai, and a soft Tattersalls Gold Cup and a very weak Irish Champion Stakes in 

Ireland. Closer to his home, he could fare no better than fifth in the Juddmonte, sixth in 

the Eclipse, and second in the Prince Of Wales’s Stakes, each time behind either Ulysses 

or Highland Reel. 

All his form is at nine and ten furlongs so, by now, you’ll have figured out he’s not for me. 

I think we both know how this ends… 

Aidan O’Brien’s second and third strings are more appealing. Seventh Heaven is a 

decent filly on her day. She was well beaten on soft ground in the Arc, but that’s not her 

surface – a line easily goes through that effort. Previously, she’d won the G2 Jockey Club 

Stakes on good to firm at this trip, been outpaced in fourth in last year’s Filly and Mare 

Turf, and won the Irish and Yorkshire Oaks. 

In short, she’s a genuine fast ground mile and a half filly, and she gets those conditions 

here. 12/1 will catch a couple of my quids, as insurance if nothing else. 

Derby second, Cliffs Of Moher, has done little of note subequently, but he too gets 

twelve furlongs and quick ground for the first time since. He’s not for me (add him to 

your ‘to back’ lists promptly..!) but he might run better than recent form implies. 

And wily French trainer, Andre Fabre, brings Talismanic to the party. No Lasix for this 

fast ground fanatic, whose form on the quick side reads 1011, the duck egg coming in last 

year’s Arc. He had the classic French prep for an autumn campaign in the Prix Foy last 

time – unsuitable soft ground, held up, never in it – and this will have been the plan since 

mid-summer. 20/1 gets a quid or two, too. (As you’ll have gathered, I have no problems 

backing a few in the same race). 
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It will be something of a shock if a US horse that isn’t Beach Patrol wins, but Oscar 

Performance had looked progressive prior to running a slightly flat third to BP in the Joe 

Hirsch. Immediately before that he’d accrued a brace of G1’s in the Belmont Derby and 

Secretariat Stakes, and may have just failed to see out the twelve furlongs the last day. 

Obviously it’s the same range here, so it’s hard to see him winning (yes, I’ve backed him 

already, at 9/1 before the latest loss – he’s now 20/1. Ho hum). 

The rest really do have a lot to find in a race that looks between ‘Europe’ and Beach 

Patrol. 

Trends Contenders:  

Ulysses, Cliffs Of Moher, Beach Patrol 

Form Contenders:  

Highland Reel, Ulysses, Beach Patrol, Seventh Heaven, Talismanic 

Turf Selection: 

Trappy stuff. Obvious horses often get beaten in the Turf, as I’ve consistently discovered 

to my cost. I’ve got a portfolio of wagers in the race already, the worst of which will see 

me win slightly more than invested by the time I’ve topped up with Seventh Heaven and 

Talismanic, both of whom will get optimal conditions for the first time in some time. 

I have also backed Highland Reel at 4/1, who strikes as the most likely winner but 

whose price is unappealing now it’s 2/1. 

Ulysses is the one I have to let go – you can’t back ‘em all, can you? – even though he has 

robust credentials. 

But the result I’m really hoping for is Beach Patrol. He’d be a chunky score, and I think 

he has a decent chance: value even at the remaining 8/1 as an each way bet. American-

trained horses have won this in two of the last five years, so write this lad off at your peril. 

I’m actually a little uncomfortable offering a selection here, as you can probably tell. My 

own approach has been scatter-gun, and perhaps scatter-brained, but I’m happy with the 

position on balance. For giggles, and for the record, I reckon the best remaining value 

may be… 

Back Seventh Heaven each way at 12/1 general – advised 3rd November 

Back Beach Patrol each way at 8/1 general – advised 3rd November 

This may also be a race where exactas and trifectas comprised of numbers 1, 3, 5, 9, 12 

pays off. But then, since when have I ever picked up a payday on the Turf? Caveat 

emptor, once more. 
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12.35am GMT: Breeders Cup Classic (1m2f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (33 renewals so far) 

✓ All of the last 16 Classic winners had 3-8 runs that season 

✓ 32/33 ran 1-2-3 LTO (19 x 1st; 8 x 2nd; 5 x 3rd) 

✓ 29/33 won a G1 that season 

✓ 33/33 aged 3-5 (6yo+ 0/31) 

✓ 19 of last 28 posted stamina (6f+) workout since last run 

✓ 9/10 40+ day layoffs posted Bullet AND/OR Stamina works since last run 

✓ 9/12 3yo winners ran in at least one Triple Crown race (1 exception was a Euro, 1 

was 2016 winner, Arrogate) 

✓ 19 of the last 22 posted 100+ Beyer last time but below previous best (Arrogate 

massive 122 LTO in 2016)  

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Bob Baffert may hold the key to the Classic. The Gandalf-in-his-youth lookalike bids for a 

fourth straight success in the showpiece and has that many staking a claim this time. The 

one to go on will probably be Collected, though the widest stall of all, eleven, makes 

that less than a formality.  

Contested early pace has often been a feature of the Classic, but it doesn’t look over-

loaded this term. Those stalking the front are likely to include Gun Runner from stall 

five, with Churchill, Mubtaahij, Pavel, War Decree and West Coast all jostling mid-

pack. Unless Mike Smith can work the oracle, Arrogate may have to do another of his 

Zenyatta ‘round the houses’ tricks to get the champ past the field from a less than perfect 

draw (for his run style) in one. 
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Key Trials: 

25 March 

2017 

Dubai World Cup Meydan Classic Click Arrogate, Gun Runner, Mubtaahij 

22 April 

2017 

Californian Stakes Santa Anita 

Park 

Classic Click Collected 

17 June 

2017 

Stephen Foster 

Handicap 

Churchill 

Downs 

Classic Click Gun Runner 

24 June 

2017 

Precisionist Stakes Santa Anita 

Park 

Classic Click Collected, Accelerate 

30 July 

2017 

Haskell Invitational Monmouth 

Park 

Classic Click Girvin, Battle Of Midway 

05 August 

2017 

The Whitney Saratoga Classic Click Gun Runner, War Story 

19 August 

2017 

TVG Pacific Classic Del Mar Classic Click Collected, Arrogate, Accelerate 

26 August 

2017 

Travers Stakes Saratoga Classic Click West Coast, Gunnevera 

02 

September 

2017 

Woodward Stakes Saratoga Classic Click Gun Runner 

23 

September 

2017 

Pennsylvania 

Derby Stakes 

Parx Classic Click West Coast 

29 

September 

2017 

Koffy Diamond 

Stakes 

Dundalk Classic Click War Decree 

30 

September 

2017 

Awesome Again 

Stakes 

Santa Anita 

Park 

Classic Click Mubtaahij, Win The Space, 

Midnight Storm, Cupid, Curlin 

Rules 

https://youtu.be/0yp2Gns4hNk?t=1m
https://youtu.be/-dO0vCfrnz8
https://youtu.be/yetXgfTXAXA
https://youtu.be/-0pNO2UDQC4
https://youtu.be/Q0nQSFjV0tk?t=2s
https://youtu.be/L5Q3bBqtNqc?t=6s
https://youtu.be/qSdsL90tjdc
https://youtu.be/sWIMkpYrsr4
https://youtu.be/cpeLFit0tFE
https://youtu.be/-drSOh9tD7w
http://www.attheraces.com/replays/29-Sep-2017
https://youtu.be/9kTdcek8deI
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07 October 

2017 

Jockey Club Gold 

Cup Invitational 

Belmont 

Park 

Classic Click Pavel 

   

Summary: 

As deep a Classic as there has been for a while. After the procession of American 

Pharoah in 2015 and the duel between California Chrome and Arrogate last year, this 

season’s renewal has genuine depth, despite a market comprised 60% by just two 

horses. 

That pair are last year’s winner, Arrogate, and the horse he beat into second in the Dubai 

World Cup, Gun Runner. After that miraculous March triumph, Arrogate has been less of 

a man than since winning an optional allowance claimer on the Del Mar dirt in August last 

year. It was hard for many people to believe that, just two starts later, he’d won the 

Breeders’ Cup Classic. 

In between times he smashed up his contemporaries in the Travers, and between the 

Classic and the Dubai World Cup he smashed up his rivals in the Pegasus Invitational. 

That was then, however, and this is now. 

The last-to-first performance at Meydan left its mark, and a pale shadow of the world’s 

best racehorse folded limply behind Accelerate and a second tier cast in the San Diego 

Handicap. Bob Baffert, his trainer, has taken full responsibility for that effort, claiming to 

have left his superstar short of full fitness. Regardless, he should have offered more. 

On his only subsequent start, also at Del Mar, this time over the Classic course and 

distance, he was a rallying second to stablemate Collected, who lines up against him on 

Saturday. Though more like last year’s warrior, that Pacific Classic silver still looked a 

way short of Arrogate’s best. Rumours were that he was cooked, gone at the game; 

others suggested he couldn’t handle the course constitution here at Del Mar in top grade 

races. 

They may yet be correct. But, in Baffert we trust. The silver-haired maestro is at his best 

when bringing a horse in off a layoff, a trick he’s perfected on numerous occasions at the 

Breeders’ Cup. Indeed, more than five or six weeks away is generally considered a 

negative for a horse entering this Championship weekend, but it is a veritable boon for a 

Baffert barnster. 

Enough with the bluster, here’s the deal: if Arrogate is at the level he was when winning 

this last year, he will win it again. Despite training with gusto recently, that remains a 

reasonably large ‘if’. 

So what of his main market rival, Gun Runner? He has owned his rivals in a triple G1 

salvo at Churchill Downs and Saratoga (twice) this summer, and has notched solid 110-

115 numbers in the process. But his best number, 115, is only on a par with the 

convalescent Arrogate of eleven weeks ago. It is only on a par with Collected, of whom 

more shortly. And it is seven spots below Arrogate’s pomp. 

https://youtu.be/wh8UZlUhPu0
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So why is he competing for favouritism? The answer lies in his consistency. While he’s 

consistently below the big fella’s best, he’s more likely to replicate his own top effort. But 

his own top effort looks sub-par in my view. Here’s why… 

In that trio of recent Grade 1 scores, he’s beaten just one horse – War Story (twice) – that 

lines up for any race at this Breeders’ Cup. War Story is a 100/1 poke for this. Moreover, 

Gun Runner has been winning at nine furlongs and is nought from three at the Classic 

ten-furlong range. 

It clearly won’t be a shock if he wins, but he’s a terrible price given he’s been beating 

second raters over a different trip. This will be a very different kettle of kedgeree.  

And yes, this race has more complexity than a mere match. Collected, the 

aforementioned last day vanquisher of Arrogate, has run as fast as Gun Runner – and in a 

better field. He’s beaten not just Arrogate, but also Accelerate – twice – and that one has 

a solid chance in the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile. 

Indeed, Bob Baffert’s second Classic bow string has won all seven of his races on fast 

dirt, the surface he’ll encounter on Saturday; and he’s a course and distance winner to 

boot. Stall eleven is not perfect for a horse expected to go to the front, but with only Gun 

Runner for obvious company there, he should be able to tack across. 

Gun Runner may choose to stalk Collected, or he may take him on for the lead. Taking 

him on would surely cost him his chance, so there’s a solid prospect of Collected having 

clear vision in front of him. He comes here on an upward curve and looks a robust place 

player. 

Baffert has yet more ammo to fire at Gun Runner, who may feel somewhere between 

persecuted and ambushed as they pass under the wire at the end of this Classic battle.  

West Coast is a three-year-old following in the hoof steps of Arrogate: like Arrogate, he 

was unraced as a two-year-old; like Arrogate, he announced himself with a comfortable 

win in the Travers; and like Arrogate, he has had plenty of experience in his first 

campaign ahead of rolling the big dice. 

Although he has something to find on the clock, West Coast looks capable of stepping up 

again. Certainly there’s no reason to believe we’ve seen the best of him, and he looks set 

to get a handy position even from stall eight. He’s tactically versatile, having won from on 

the pace, a stalking position, midfield and off the pace – and that’s just his last four races! 

But wait, there’s more: BB has yet another to bring to the party. Mubtaahij was fourth in 

the Dubai World Cup, behind Arrogate and Gun Runner. He’s since changed stables, 

from Mike de Kock to Baffert and, in his only subsequent start, he won the Grade 1 

Awesome Again Stakes. As consistent as he is, he doesn’t look quite good enough for this 

challenge, though he could pick up some pieces in the superfecta; perhaps a Baffert 

superfecta? (Don’t play that, it will be massively over-bet and the dividend would be 

crushingly disappointing!) 

The other US runners – Gunnevera, Win The Space, War Story, and Pavel – are priced 

at 50/1-plus, which tells you what you need to know about their chances. 
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But there remain a couple of Irish flies in the ointment. One of them, Churchill, is a dual 

Guineas winner. He has been a touch flat since that Spring double, including when failing 

to convince in two runs at this trip. 

In truth, it feels like a free go for the Coolmore operation: if he fails, he’s a dual Guineas 

winner and will stand as a stallion in Europe on that basis; if he succeeds, he’s still a dual 

Guineas winner but also a sexy dirt sire in the making and could stand either side of the 

pond, his progeny likely to fetch more Euros, pounds or dollars as a result.  

His dam is by Storm Cat, a dirt influence, and Aidan O’Brien has repeatedly mentioned 

Churchill’s size as being something to assist his transition to the alien surface. Fair play to 

him if he’s able to win, or even run well, but this is a hot renewal and he just doesn’t 

convince as a ten-furlong horse. 

His comrade, War Decree, is more interesting, though he may not be good enough. By 

War Front out of a Street Cry mare, he’s all dirt on pedigree. Well regarded by the 

Ballydoyle bigwigs, he was being trained for a tilt at the Guineas in the spring, but just 

wasn’t ready for such rigours. Given more time, he’s developing nicely, first when a 

better-than-the-finishing-position-suggests (too-many-hyphens?) fifth of twelve in the 

French Derby, beaten just two lengths; and then when bolting up in a decent Dundalk 

Group 3 at the end of September. 

He won so readily there that this was an obvious target. He has, in my opinion, a better 

chance of acting on dirt than Churchill – after all, he has that pedigree and has made the 

first transitional stage at Dundalk – and he’s a fresh horse who looks like he stays better 

than Churchill. 

The question is… is he anywhere near good enough? The answer to that is in his price. At 

10/1, you’d be hard pushed to justify buying a ticket to find out. He’s not 10/1. He’s still 

50/1 in a place. And that is too big to refuse. 

Trends Contenders:  

Arrogate, Collected 

Form Contenders:  

Arrogate, West Coast, Collected, Gun Runner 

Classic Selection:  

By now, if you’ve read my blurb above, you will know I am happy to let Gun Runner 

beat me if he can. He has too many questions to answer to be considered at shorter than 

2/1. To be blunt, I wouldn’t back him at 3/1, and I’d only take him as a saver at 4/1. I may 

very well be wrong about him, but I think he’s a terrible price. 

Arrogate is harder to dismiss. Much harder. And I only do so on the basis of price. Full 

disclosure: I backed him in late September at 4/1 NRNB so I’m all right Jack. Sorry. With 

regards to his price now (11/4 top) versus his chance, it’s about right I’d say. He has to 

show his work can be replicated in a race, he has a dodgy draw on the inside for a slow 

starter, and he may just not like the Del Mar track with its tight turns and short stretch. I’d 

love to see him win, but I won’t be going in again at the price. 
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I’ve a soft spot for Collected. He did it well in the Pacific Classic and he’s a winner – four 

from four in 2017 and seven from seven lifetime on fast dirt. I think if you back him you’re 

almost certain to get a run for your money. And I may have a little saver yet, because he’s 

7/1 in a spot. 

But I’m going to suggest West Coast as the each-way play. Bob Baffert has won the last 

three Classics, each time with a three-year-old, and this late-maturing improver can take 

Horse Of The Year honours by prevailing in a thick field. 

If you want to cheer a Euro, or even if you don’t especially, I think War Decree is over-

priced. Even allowing for the fact he may hate dirt and he may be some way below good 

enough, there is more than enough juice in his price to take a flier. I backed him at 33/1 

in late September when he was an uncertain starter, so I’ve been delighted to see the 

50’s non-runner no bet still available now! He’s worth a go at double-carpet or better. 

Let’s hope for a great race and, if it’s our night, for a decent payout to close proceedings. 

Main Bet: West Coast each way 6/1 NRNB (bet365, Fred, Tote) – advised 1st 

November 

Tiny interest: War Decree each way 50/1 NRNB (bet365) – advised 1st November 


